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PREFACE"*

This study attempts'a crttieal examinatioh 'of heroines 
of three different types 9 in. Conradfs The Arrow of Gold, 
Victory  ̂ and The Secret Agent» It seeks to. determine, 
principally through analysis of the texts, exactly what 
Conrad's concept of women is, what roles they play in 
Conradr s general scheme of things, and what characteris
tics are sufficiently common to all of;them to enable us 
to draw conclusions' about Conrad’s, concept of the ewig 
weibliohe o Ho attempt has been, madetto'analyze each - 
woman::in the entire body of Conrad '.S :literature, .and 
generalization's have been hazarded on all Conrad’ s 
women only when it seems that sufficient strength of 
evidence appears in the three women under.analysis to 
warrant such generalizations „ ■

We have chosen to deal with three novels, The Arrow 
of GoldV Victory% and The Secret Agent, not because they 
are most typical of Conrad, nor because they are his best 
(that judgement we must leave to those who are qualified 
to deal with the entire body of-Conrad1s literature), but 
because the Women who figure‘ in the&e hovels'offer three 
completely different artistic functions ® We have chosen 
Victory because therein we have an example of woman as the 
savior of man, giving her life in loves The Secret .Agent 
contains an example of woman as- the 'destroyer of man,



taking a life in a passion of hatred9 and also of man as : ' 
the destroyer of woman* And The Arrow of Gold contains the 
one full-length portrait of a lady that Conrad has drawn3 

and as such is unique9 and of great importance in this 
consideration of the neglected significance of Conrad*s'; 
women, . u- \ -  -
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CHiPTER I
®Eo9 something human is dearer to me than all the •wealth . ; 
of the Indies!®

"Grimms * Rumn els tiltskin : ■ .
Conrad's women have been sadly neglected| as'a

matter of fact ? they have ? more often than not§, been
completely ignored j, and their existence as potencies in
Conrad's scheme of things astoundingly passed over® Critics
have made such amazing statements as "Why is it that no
woman has ever been the centre of these: stories? I have
asked myself that question in vain: for Conrad is unique
in this9 that unlike every other great novelist9 his women are

1 ' . • ■ 
for the most part nameless shadows o® The absurdity of
treating seriously Symons*' disturbing phrases "unlike every
other great novelist" and “nameless shadows" is made
obvious by his next statement? which indicates to the
reader that Symons has not really considered the question ;
in proper detail and perspective? if indeed he has really
considered it at all, "There, are5Et he tells us 9

"wonderful'exceptions, such as Alssa and Hina who have
the fierce charm of the unknown," His "wonderful.
exceptions" are chosen arbitrarily3 from one novel
exactly, and his omissions? notably Doha Rita3 the woman
of all Conradf s women? among too many even to enumerate 3
are instant indications that we need not consider Symons1



judgment in this matter as much more than superficial# 
Other critics , although, none perhaps has ventured 

so far as Symons, have nonetheless been, by virtue of . 
silence, contributors to the dearth of critical eonsid" 
eration of the significance o f :Conradrs' womenq They 
have, by choosing to ignore the subject, contributed 
to the ridiculous surmise that Conrad, a man deeply 
concerned with the most potent life forces, with the 
effects of good and evil, guilt and innocence, with 
’’fidelity81 and the nlifestuff,n deliberately ignored 
and removed from these considerations one half the 
earth’s populationo Of course he did no such thing»

It is true that, with the exception of The Arrow 
.of Gold, Conrad’s central figures are all men, and the 
orientation of critical studies in Conrad’s characters 
are, therefore,•understandable, though perhaps not 
really forgivable» It would be most unfair to imply 
that the critics have been completely ..unaware of the: 
significant existence of Conrad’s womeno. They have note 
They are fond of considering Conrad’s women as most 
mystical, mysterious creatures, as indeed they area 
They are mystical and mysterious enough to be fright
ening to any analytical mind; tackling the enormous, 
symbolic mystery of any one of Conrad’s women is as 
frightening as attempting to tackle the mystery of the 
sea or of God= Conrad’s women jire omniscient, omnipo-



■ / : ■ ■■■ 3
tent and ultimately9 like the sea and like God? unknown®
Critics like to pick out of Conrad at random such awesome
statements as *f¥e must help them to stay in that beautiful
world of theirs= lest ours get worse« 0h 9 she had to be

- ■ 3 .
out of itJfl And even more awesome? "Woman, though she
was she could not comprehendg in her simplicity9 the
tremendous compliment of that speech^ that whisper of
deadly happinessg so sincere? so spontaneous3 coming so
straight from the heart - like every corruption® It was
the voice of madness? of a delirious peace? of happiness
that is infamous3 cowardly3 and so exquisite that the
debased mind refuses to contemplate its terminationson
Of these lines the critic simply says ? "o»®what wonderful
understanding of a woman*s heart there is in these

h
sentenceso" It is Symons again to whom we refer for the 
archetypical quotation from the archetypical critic 
standing off to one side and gazing profoundly at ConradTs 
femalesg who seem to be surrounded with all the cloudy 
mysticism of the Wavajos1 legendary First Woman* "To him 
woman is as mysterious as the night of stars g and all he ... 
learns of her Is but to deepen the mystery9 which surrounds 
her as with clouds« To him she is fateg an unconscious 
part of what is eternal in things ? an illumining and a 
devouring flame3 the Mystical Boseg the female half of

5that harmony of opposites which is God*"



iBat nonsense! Conradrs'women are riot goddesses| . 
they are as much of flesh and bloody sentiment and 
reason§ as are his heroes» The proportion9 of course, 
is different0

V;/";v:. ; n  ■ : '

There are some of us to whom an open display of sentiment 
is repugnant 0%

riConrad was such a oneo Consequently, it is rather 
difficult to determine many of the subtleties between 
tiis realistic and artistic concepts of womeno This 
repugnanceg, while it much enhanced, indeed characterized, 
the stylistic merit of his novels, at the same.time 
unfortunately lessened the value of his confessions in 
conversations and letters* It is not difficult to 
collect the facts, and it is, of course, enormously easy 
to hazard our own opinions on them, but Conrad himself 
-was ■extremely loath even to discuss, let alone write 
about, the details of his personal life under any emotional 
or sentimental bias whatsoevero This repugnance, sprang 
from deep wells of the most profound artistic sensitivityc 
/■There can be nothing more humiliating,66 he said, 66than 
to see the shaft of one's emotion miss the mark of either 
laughter oi; tears * Ho thing more humiliating $ And this 
for the reason that should the mark be missed, should the 
open display of emotion fail to move, then it must perish 
unavoidably in disgust or contempt® Ho artist can be



reproached from shrinking from" a risk which only fools
■ • - ' 7run to meet and only genius dare confront with impunity o'®. \

Thus we must trust to the observations and insights
of those who knew.and spoke with him for the information
which we can glean of Conradfs attitudes and relations ' ■
with women in his personal life = In spite of Conrad * s
repeated and emphatic denials in his correspondence that .
any of his women were nearly so autobiographical as the
critics and reviewers were suggesting they were, Conrad
himself would not deny that many of the anecdotes connected
with them were almost wholly autobiographical« In view
of his sensitivities regarding the details of his personal
life as far as the public was concerned, the vehemence
of his denials is understandable = It is inevitable?
however9 that genius forfeits its right to privacy»

If, the anti-Freudians will forgive us for beginning •
with his motherj we know that for her Conrad had the
greatest respect® Although she died on April 6 3 1865V
when Conrad was only eight years old, the memory of this
brave and unusual woman who voluntarily followed her
revolutionist husband into exile? thus hastening her own
death, was kept alive for him by his mother's brother =>
This man, his Uncle Thaddeus Bobrowska, was to become,
after the death of Conrad1 s father9 the wisest, the

: : 8 ■ . 
firmest, the most indulgent of guardiansV Uncle
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Thaddeus often found it necessary to remind the yonng
Conrad of the stability and common sense that were as
much his heritage from his mother as was his impetuous-
ness from his father,,' Thaddeus1 recollections of his
spirited and noble sister no doubt became more romanti- =
cized and less objective as the years after her death
increasedj, but there is no doubt that she was more than V
deserving of the tribute which Conrad later paid to
Polish women through his adoration of his mothers

Of his father Conrad spoke always deprecatorily.
This was partly politenesseso Partly, too, it 
really pained him to think that his father had 
been a revolutionary - an unsuccessful revolutionary 
at that| as if he had been prenatally connected 
with something not shipshape $ For his mother he 
had on the other hand that passionate adoration 
that is felt by the inhabitants of Latin and 
Western Slav countries for their mothers o'00 Oddly 
but comprehensibly, when he spoke of his mother as 
revolutionary he was full of enthusiasm0 For him 
the Polish national spirit had been kept alive by 
such women as his mothers the men were hopeless d O
There is, even in these lines, no small indication

of Conradf s, enthusiasm for and appreciation of those
fiery qualities of spirit, love and devotion which are so
apparent in his women and,which, in his mother's case, were
no doubt imbued with an added quality of mystery and perhap
even ^mysticism11 in its broadest sense, arising from the
simple fact that Conrad never really knew'this remarkable
woman with whom he had such an intense emotional tie and
intellectual sympathyo Let us not dare deny that there is
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part of the mother or part of ther embodiment of her 
rejection in every wife9 in every mistress, indeed, in 
every woman0 Nor let us dare, assume that this means 
more than simply the stated facto Conrad had recollec
tions and feelings about his motherj there was an • 
unfathomable and mystarions; fire; in'her that is evident 
in many of Conrad1s women»

Aside from his mother, until he'was fifteen, the 
only women with whom he had anything at all to do could 
not have had much emotional influence on him at all®
One was his little cousin, a couple of years his junior,
tta small princess attended by the women of her own 

. 11 ■

household88 3 another was Mademoiselle Durand, his cousin1 s' 
governess, "with her black eyebrows meeting over a short, 
thick nose, and a complexion like pale, brown paper® . Of 
all the eyes turned toward the carriage, her good-natured 
eyes only were dropping tears, and it was her sobbing 
voice alone that broke the silence with an appeal to me t

. ^  : 12 ' \  ■ ■ :
'N'oublie pas ton francais® mon chAri®,K It was she who 
had taught the young Conrad to speak and read French® The 
only other women in this period of Conrad's life were, 
according to the most complete and precise research of 0 ® 
Jean-Aubry, two nursing nuns who attended the household 
while Conrad's father, Apollo Korzeniowski, was dying, and 
"the elderly housekeeper of our neighbor on the second 
floor, a Canon of the Cathedral, Tent for the emergency® ® ®
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She wore a black dress with a cross hanging by a chain on
her ample bosomo And though when she spoke she moved her
lips more thau .the nuns ■, she never let her voice rise
above a' peacefully murmuring note o'" The air around me was
":: ' v : Z' / ; 13 .all piety5, resignation^ and silence

Aubry takes up briefly the notion that an Unhappy
love affair may have been a contributing factor to Conrad l's
decision to go to sea^ but he drops it again on the
grounds of insufficient evidence<, What he presents as
the only two pieces of evidence? however? are interesting
enough9 in that they give us a glimpse into the earliest
phases of the veiled story of Conradfs heart = The first
is in Conradts 11 Author1 s Hote61 to Hostromos

If anything could induce me to revisit Sulacooo®
it would be Antonia - and the true reason for 
that ^ why not be frank about it? - the true 
reason is that I have modelled her on my first 
love® How we, a band of tallish schoolboys, 
the chums of her two brothers, how we used to 
look up to that girl just out of the schoolroom 
herself, as the standard-bearer of a faith to 
which we were all born, but which she alone knew 
how to hold aloft, with an unflinching hope]
She had perhaps more glow and less serenity in 
her soul than Antonia®o® I was not the only one 
in love with her; but it was I who had to hear 
oftenest her scathing criticism of my levities® 
or stand the brunt of her austere, unanswerable 
invective® She did not quite understand - but 
never mind ® ® o'*

This is unmistakably the girl to whom Conrad refers in
the nFirst Note" of The Arrow of Gold ® A Story Between Two
Notess



9
The pages which, follow have "been extracted from a 
pile of manuscript which was.apparently meant 
for the eye of one woman"only0 She seems to have 
been the writerfs childhood's friend. They had 
parted as children^ or very little more than " :
children. Years passed. Then something recalled 
to the woman the companion of her young days and 

...she wrote to him. 0 . And he. answers hers E ... I 
only remember that we were great chums. In facts - 
I chummed with you even more than with your 
brothers.so You may not understand0. => I have a 

- distant, recollection that in the old days, when 
you were about fifteen, you always could make me 
do whatever you liked.
Aubry, too, observes that *fThe autobiographical

character of The Arrow of Gold cannot be doubted...
The passage quoted above clearly refers to the friend of
his childhood who became Antonia Avellanos in Uostromoa.e
Another allusion to such memories can be detected in a
sentence written much laters 1...you must squash him
yourself. Women know how to do that thing almost from 

■ 1^ 
babyhood. I remember the squashings. The passage to
which Aphry refers is in a cancelled chapter in a manu
script in the first draft of The Arrow of Golds i

0 ..That young girl . seems to have been an uncommon 
personality, the moral Centre of a group of young 
people on the threshold of life... She had the power 
of an exalted charactero

He was in love with her o.> - She was not his 
first love. That experience had come to him the year 
before... From the nature of things first love can 
never be a wholly happy experience. But this man 
seems to have been exceptionally unlucky. His con
viction is that...he had struck something particu
larly wicked and even devlish. He holds that 
belief after thirty-five years... If she was really 
devlish [sic], then she may count it for an amazing 
success. '~My~ opinion, however, is that the girl was 
simply very ordinarily stupid. Stupid people are



: . '■■■; ■ ' . - 10
very prone to turn a genuine display of sentiment 
into ridicule and women, of course, have special 
opportunities in this way<> 0 0 Discovering that she 
could make him suffer she let herself go to her 
heart * s content= =» •

Perhaps he was unduly sensitive0 At any rate, 
he came out of it seamed, scarred, almost flayed and. 
with a complete mistrust of himself, an abiding 
fearoo» He said to himself§ if that’s it, then 
never, never again*so

In the case of the other young girl (the one 
he is writing to after all these years) she obvious
ly awed him a little 0 And yet it was she who at 
the last put some heart Into him*0 * 1 5

These experiences, plus his affair in Marseilles with
a young woman who became his Dona Rita of The Arrow of Gold *
are all the allusions we can trace of the young Conrad's
relations with women» Since his marriage was of a different
tenor, it is from these earlier contacts that we can
conclude he drew his immensely moving portraits of such
women as Lena in Victory0 Winnie Verloc in The Secret
■ Agentc and Flora in Chance* His relationships were not of
a pattern* With the exception of the first, the bitterness
of which is, as Conrad himself points out, in the nature of
things, we have little indication that they were either >
exaltingly happy or depressingly miserable experiences *
"I remember the s q u a s h i n g s I s  not the remark of a ",
bitterly disillusioned man| at most it is the mildly
cynical recollection of a peaceful old man of sixty*
Anyone who gets squashed has a right to remember and an
occasional need to complain*

And so we return to Conrad the artist, who, with the



artistrs heart and the artistfs* perception and insight> 
found in these rather ordinary experiences and in these 
rather ordinary women9 something of the ewig 'Meihliche 
which exists§, he often pointed out, in all women®

■ 111
In short, Conrad was one of those rather rare- men- 

who really like womeno ife see that their company was. 
enough to revive his spiritss wAt dinner there were

16ladies; gradually the depressed Conrad became Conrad®61

We see that he believed that in certain areas their
superiority was not to be questioned® 6$Women,n he .said,
"have a more penetrating vision and a greater endurance

17
of life's perversitieso" He was certainly not a 
. feminist, or even an apologist for feminism, but, although 
he might have tried, he could not adhere to the philo
sophy of Kinder f Kile he ? und Kirche ® Ford Maddox Ford, his 
intimate friend, notes:

If you asked him whether women ought to have a vote 
he would say Hoi with decision® And then, remembering 
the part played by women in keeping alive the national 
feeling of his country, Poland,ooche would say that 
the.only creature that ought to be paid the compli
ment' of hkvihg a vote , thing always useless , ?wasr
such a woman as his mother, Mme® Korzeniowski, or- 
his aunt, Mme* Paradowski® Or any woman! But, as. 
his private expedient, he said to women in the words 
of the Mohammedan ranee of Palembang, "Why should 
you strive for domination during the day? ® ® &Your 

' power is of the night, during which, with a whisper., 
you shall destroy empires$s$ 1 8
In the three novels with which we shall be primarily



concernedj The Arrow of Gold* Victory* and The Secret 
Agent« we find that the women in them have problems 
:which arise almost entirely from within themselves? their 
own temperaments? sentiments ? emotions <. With the except 
tion of Rita in The Arrow of Gold* we should hazard that 
all Conradts women are considerably less complex than 
.his heroes2 whose problems usually arise from a conflict 
between themselves and the moral law* between the pull of 
deeds actuated by self-love and the restraints placed upon 
all men to uphold the social contract on threat of 
expulsion from the brotherhood of human solidarity* The 
motivation of Conrad's women9 examined in three novels? 
arises from a single commitment— — in the case of Winnie 
VerloCj devotion to her feeble-minded brother; in Lena1s 
case ? love; in the case of Therese in The Arrow of Gold * 
religion* Rita cannot be classified with these three; the 
artist's perspective on Rita as the central figure of his 
novel must necessarily embrace all the subtleties involved 
in human motivations 0 Rita cannot be developed along the 
thread of a single commitment— simply and obviously because 
she has none s any more than Axel Heyst or Lord Jim can be 
considered, in the light of the monomania of Per e Go riot = 

However2 more of this later* Conrad attached a 
great deal of importance to the physical qualities of his 
women* Each of them seems to have one particular quality.
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or attribute that distinguishes her from h er'fellows.
Great stress Is laid on the magnetism-of Lena1s voice? on 
Fvita’s tawny hair pinned atop her head with the symbolic .
arrow of gold, on Winnie *s impassive face and unfathomable^, 
steady gaze s pn Therese Vs somehow horrible grin= Ford 
Maddox Ford reports that in his and Conrad$s collaboration 
on The Inheritorsa Conrad, on reading a passage which 
Ford had written and submitted to Conrad for approval 
and correction^ bnrSt out with "Damn Ford * s women! \
0 h 5 hang it all; do let's get some definite particulars

- : " : ; 19
about the young woman*” ■; Conrad then inserted the 
following italicized particulars about the young woman; 
about whom the young Ford (he was twenty-six) had hovered ?
"hitching and fitching with 6a something - a something6 -' .■ V - . 20
to get the effect of delicacy1® g

I had. looked;at: her before | now I cast a sideways 9 
critical glance at her» I came out of my moodiness to 
wonder what type this was 0 She had good e v e s g o o d  , 
haira and some•charm0 Yes. And something besides - 
a something - a  something that was not an attribute 
of her beautyo The modelling of her face was so 
perfect as to produce an effect of transparency? vet' 
there was no suggestion of frailness g her glance had 
an extraordinary strength of life0 Her hair was fair 
and gleaming, her cheeks coloured as if a warm light,. 
had fallen oh: them from somewhere= She was familiar 
till it occurred to you that she was strange,21

Later Ford addsi
It had only been with something like nausea that he had 
brought himself to. approach this lady long enough to 
introduce the "she had good hair; good eyes and some 
charm" of the opening quotation=co It was only with 
difficulty that.he was restrained from adding good



teeth to the catalogue 0 "He said with perfect serious*-* 
ness9 n¥hy not good teeth? Good teeth in a woman are 
part of her charm« Think of when she laughs o You 
would not have her not have good teeth0 They are a 
sign of health0 Your damn woman has to be healthy9 
doesnH she? 2 2

And again the magnetic quality of voice that seemed to
impress Conrad so muchs BThere was that intense beauty8

that shadowlessness that was like trahslucence«, And there
'• " : ■: 23 : ' ■■ . :was her voice»66 '

Of Jessie Conrad8 ^a little person who is very dear 
2k -

to me," whom Conrad married on March 2k? 18969 we know
very little other than the facts that she bore him two
sons, Borys and John? that she was the author of a cookbook
and one or two minor articles on. her husband? that she
was in ill health a great deal of the time and had to have
an appalling number of operations on a gout-attacked knee 9
causing Conrad much worry? and finally that Conrad was
faithfully fond of and devoted to her, Aubry includes V ;
three or four of Conradis letters to his wife written while
he was on tour in the United States in 1923 3 a year before
he died 9 which can leave no doubt in anyone 's mind of the
q.uality of Conrad is affection for M s  wife s "Don't

. imagineg my dearest; that the delights of this country
[HoY, ] make, me forget my home9 - which is where you ares
and indeed is nothing to me but you^ you alone wherever you

25
may be*,, And some seven years earlier3 when he went
to sea for pleasure; "Blessings on you; best of chums,,,



The boys anyway are worthy of you0 0 0 Ever your devoted 
26 . "

. lover o o o!i And Richard Curie reports that t5Conradrs
devotion to his wife was obvious to all who stayed with
him and was touching in its completeness 0 e => She was j in
truth? the lady of the house) and few men could have
displayed a more instinctive delicacy in making that
evident*^ . . . "

The picture we have of the personal life of the author
of The Arrow of Gold is similar to the one We have of
Freud»— #-a sane^ conservative^ hard-working) socially
adjusted man) erupting from the depths of a Cod-given
knowledge the awe-inspiring secrets of manf s psyche and'
morality® The man who wrote of women as the destroyers
of empires) who created the Rita whom all men found
unforgettable) for whom they fought duels$ for whom good
men were willing to murder in cold blood, for whom they
regularly took chances with their lives) to whom they
left houses and fabulous art collections) and whom,
ultimately, no man ever understood; the man who created
Vinnie) the most phlegmatic of all souls, who murdered her
husband in white heat; the man who created L e n a w h o  asked
only to be allowed to give her life for her lover. Was
also the Joseph Conrad who wrote with a delighted twinkle,
wShe comes from Arizona, and0<,oto put it shortly, she * s 

- 28 . . 

quite yum-yum®^ •
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CHAPTER IT

Perhaps the reason that Rita is the most signifi
cant a M  most complete of all Conrad's women is that 
there can be no doubt that/she was drawn from a living 
personality, one whom Conrad knew very well, one with 
whom he was, in fact, in loveo Like several of Conrad's, 
characters n her appearance in The Arrow of Gold is not 
herifirsts she and several of her companions had appeared 
previously in the chanter entitled 8The TremolinoH in 
Mirror of the Sea* in which chapter the whole kernel of - 
The Arrow of Gold a as far as plot is concerned, is set 
fortho. The Arrow of Gold is almost wholly autobiographi
cal > Undeniable as this was, Conrad nevertheless could not 
refrain from wincing when Sir Sidney Colvin's'review of the 
book, pointed this outc, Conrad was convinced that
"resignation, not mystic, not detached, but resignation 
Open-eyed, conscious, and informed by love, is the only
. one of our feelings for which it is. impossible to become ■

v-..- : -" . , --t. : ■ : , - '

a sham,” and Colvin's review was obviously full of
references to the possibilities of sentiments quite
divorced from resignation being the Inspirations for
Conrad's characterizations and anecdotes» Conrad wrote id
hims % . -

With all deference then I venture to suggest that the
view of its being the study-of a woman, prise sur
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\le vif (obviously2 you:may say) and also the story 
. Of youngs very young love told with a. depth of . 
emotion pointing to experience is what you perceive? 
what Impresses you - which makes the rtquailtyw of the 
booko This said with your authority will amount 
to a confession - a sufficient confession to a not 
particularly delicate worldb

Perhaps you could also discover a ^personal note 
of youth” both in the (so to speak) innocence and 
completeness of this love affair *- this emotional 
adventure fated to end as it ends in a world not 
meant for'lovers and between two beings? both .
outside the organized scheme of society not because 
they are dielassis in any sense but.because of the 
origin of one and the deliberate renunciation of 

• the other oao2 /
As to the novel T:s autobiographical content we also

have the assertion of Aubrys "In September [19171 he
plunged deep into the memories of his youth and in The
Arrow of Gold'brought Vback to life the days he -had spent
at Marseilles in 1876 0 He finished it on dune l*f ? .

\ 3 , - ; . V , : ■ .. v ... ■. . v19l8o” The correlation between the facts of Conradf s . :v
life in Marseilles in I8 7 6  and the details of The Arrow
of Gold are far too obvious to leave any doubt0 It is
worth-while to quote Aubry at length on these details:

The'Tremolino adventure also.Initiated him into 
emotion of a different kindc - It introduced him to 
his first passiono -

Among those who were working in the 'Carlist 
interest in Marseilles and.helping it with money9 
was a young woman who 5, rumour said ̂ had at one. time 
attracted Don Carlos himself« .She had been the
mistress of: a rich, painter in Paris who had left her 
a considerable fortune; among other properties? on 
his deathj he had bequeathed her several houses in 
Marseilles® , She used to.retire to one of these 

. houses on the Prado from time to time in order to 
:escape her over-assiduous admirers 5 some of whom 
. were attracted by her fortune„ She was a very 
charming young woman; the discretion of her 'manners % 
the legend of her adventure with the-”King 5." and
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her habit of hiding herself created an air of mystery 

' around her? and in the Legitimist salons where her
social position did not allow her to be received? and 
she herself showed no eagerness to figure, she was 
often spoken of in hushed but sympathetic whispers <=

There is no doubt that this young woman0o-bis; she ' 
who sat for the bewitching and mysterious character, 
Rita de Lastaola, in The Arrow of Gold, Her. real 
name is not known0 The inner “history of Carlism 
remains to be written, but, in all probability, the 
personages and the atmosphere of The Arrow of Gold 
keep close to the facts = * 0 In 'the character“of Rita 
he drew the woman who first taught him to feel 
passionately, and in her he embodied his conception, 
chivalrous and romantic, of the ^woman of all time„"k
The similarities between Conrad1s actual experiences

and his recounting of them in The Arrow of Gold are further
indicated in these additional details supplied by G 0 Jean-
Aubrys

Rita and Conrad were nearly the same age [in The , 
Arrow of Gold she is several years his seniorTlmd 
they were both in a somewhat similar position, being 
both without any firm roots in the society in which 
they lived, Conrad’s devotion to an enterprise in 
which his political passions were not involved, first 
through a love of adventure, then through his attach
ment to her, could, not fail to touch Ritao She seems 
to have struggled for a long time against this 
attractione ' Her earlier.experiences had made her 
views of life more worldly and mature than his own, 
but after the destruction of the Tremolino? when 
young Conrad, emaciated, abandoned even by Dominic, 
returned, a beaten man, to Marseilles, Rita could 
hold out no longer against his devotion» He had 
suffered too much= Their love affair was short, and 
in all probability the course of it was., that which 
Conrad traced at the end of The Arrow of Goldo5

Conrad was then twenty years old0 About two months later
.t6at the end of February, 1878, Uncle Thaddeus received a
telegram from Marseilles;from a friend of Conrad»«.
telling him that Conrad had received a bullet wound,

• - This was the first his uncle heard of Conrad’s duel



with -Je M 0 Eo Blunt j with whichL the Rita love affair
endedo The moment she was certain that Conrad was out
of danger5, Rita disappeared from his life as suddenly
as she had entered it; but she never vanished from his 6 ' : 
memory * « .  • ; . .

In the Tremollno chanter of Mirror of the Sea we
have Conrad1s own account of the autobiographical.sources
of his charactersD He speaks of the group of four who .
formed a "syndicate** owning the Tremolinoo - The oldest of
them was "very olds extremely old ^ nearly thirty years
old - andoooUSed to declare with gallant carelessness«

■ ■■ ■ 7 ■ , ... . . : ■
?! live by my sword =1" In the first chapter of The
Arrow of Gold we find the lines:

, It was then.that X  heard Captain.Blunt produce one 
of his striking declarations0- He had two of thems 

: and this was the first = , - : . '
"I live by my swordon8 _ .-

In the Mirror of the Sea Conrad adds,, "He was a North
Carolinian gentleman, Jo Mo K 0 Bo were the initials of
his name* Vo Poor Jo M c K s B« Amerlcain0 Catholioue et
gentllhomme« as he was disposed to describe himself in

. - - % 9
moments of lofty expansion!0 And again the identical
line in The Arrow of Gold s. o tT e s , 1 he saido 1 Je suis

■ . 10 ;
Americaino Catholiaue et gentllhomme o o = ns . This little 
phrase meant a great deal to Conrad for some reason*
We find inscribed on the back of a photograph of little 
Conrad, aged five, which he sent to his grandmother,when
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. he and his parents were -in exile in Vologda: "To my dear :
grandmother who- helped me to send cakes to my poor father

■■■■■■ ■ ; ' .'■■■■' , : : - ' 11 ..C. -•
in prison - Pole? eatholics gentlemah^1

In the Mirror of. the Sea Conrad also mentions V
Henry G— $ who, in The Arrow of Gold a Is Monsieur Mills s :
and Madame Leonore9 “who kept a small cafe for sailors in, a :: ■ i. - ' -f yi-.--: ' , ' 12 f ■ ;
one of the narrowest streets of the old town^-i She -
-does exactly this in The Arrow of Gold* - Another character
whose name occurs in both the Mirror of the Sea and The '
Arrow of Gold is. Therese^ whom Conrad changes completely:
in The Arrow of Gold „ keening only the name „ In' the
Mirror of the Sea she is ®the daughter 9 honesty Compels . ;
me to state 9 of »>«,Madame lieonore ?$t and- while she- is no
"nymph of beautyj delicacy and grace in the Mirror of the : ;

- Sea a she is considerably younger than9- and no - relation at
all to the subtly malicious sini ster 9 morally p erverted ■
creature in The. Arrow o f : Gold® Other similarities in the - I:
two accounts include, the mention of Bona Rita's uncle? '

■ the priest of a little mountain parish in Guipdzcoa^ and 
the report of “her imitations of a Parisian personage, ■ 
very highly placed indeed3 as she -represented:him standing 
in the corner o f  a room.with his face' to the wall, rubbing 
the back of his head and moaning helplesslyt ’tRlta? you :

■ are the death'of ̂mel'^V y - : ' : -1 ; V: : '
Of Dominic in The Arrow of Gold there is also mention 

in the Mirror of the..Sea: he is: the, padrone of the
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Tremolinoo whose wretched, putrlfying'nephew- i s the ship1s ;: 
betrayer9 and whose heart is broken when he must wreck the•: 
ship® The matter of driving:the Tremolino. against the - 
rocks of the Bale de Rosas in.order to escape the Spanish 
coast guards is the;only one told in detail in the•
Mirror, of the Seaa while mentioned only brieflk i n .The 
Arrow of Gold. Conrad:first met the live model of his -' 
Dominic $ Dominic Gervonij in 1876a on board the Saint- 
Antoine. Of him Aubry reportss ®He. was a man of forty.
He had already seen twenty-five years service at sea*., 
and [his] personality crops up constantly in Conradfs 
work under different names.e» Dominic was the mentor of 
this young Telemachus; a mentor of a rather unusual 
kind.5 'with, a contempt for law9 ah ardent ? romantic
skepticism and a love of adventure which found an echo

t ■ ih ■ ;:
in the restless heart of his p u p i l ..

Finally? to complete the cast of characters2 Conrad? 
in a letter to Sir Sidney Colvin9 remarks that Allegre^ the 
wealthy Parisian painter who left his fortune and estate • 
to his mistress in The Arrow of Gold, "is imagined from a 
glimpsed personality.of no fame or position." In the 
Mirror of the Sea there, is no mention of him at all<, and 
Dona Rita*s several houses were rented by her for the good 
of the cause. "She was; always taking little houses for 
somebody^s good 9 for the sick or the sorry, for broken-down 
artists, cleaned-out gamblers, temporarily unlucky



: ' ' : • ' 16 speculators ~ vieux amis - old . friends<,.»
Conrad was desperately afraid lest he he accused of 

writing an autobiographical love story* Several times in 
his correspondence he bemoaned the fact that it seemed to 
him3 as a writerr that the public was far too fond of 
his "plots51-and too loath to look for the" " i d e a l t h e  
moral pivot which Conrad felt was the elan vital of every 
one of his novels= "Perhaps you wonft find it presump
tion ifj after twenty-two years of work, I may say that 
I have not been very well understood;" he writes in a 
letter to Sir Sidney Colvins

I have been called a writer of the sea, of the 
tropicsj a descriptive writer; a romantic writer - 
and. also, a realist» But as a matter of fact all 
my concern has been with the, $$ideal" value of things 
events-and peopleo- That and,nothing.elseV The 
humorous9 the pathetic9 the passionate9 .the sentimental

artistiaue I but in truth it is the ideal values 
of human facts and deeds which imposed themselves 
upon my artistic activity]o1 7

And what to him was the hyper-concern of the critics and
reviewers with the mere details of plot and origin of
character evoked from him the following paragraph in his
"Author*s Note" to The Arrow of Golds

I never tried to conceal- the origins of the subject 
matter of this bookoVobut some reviewers indulged 
themselves with a sense of triumph in discovering 
in it my Dominic of The Mirror of the Sea under his 
own name (a truly wonderful, discovery) and in 
recognizing the balancelle Tremolino in the unnamed 
little craft in which Hr= George plied his fantastic 
trade and sought to allay the pain of his incurable

aspects came m  or .tnemseiyes - mais en verite 
c *est les valeurs ideales des falts ei gestes
hUmain.c: n u i sfer ff o n t  1 mnn« p's S unnn a o .ti v l  



wound 0 I am not in the least,_ disconcerted«„» It 
is the same man- and the same balancelle» . But <> ». the 
present work is ' hot in any. sense an. attempt: t o .
:develop a subject lightly touched upon in former 

- . years and in connection with quite another kind of , :
.love o • What the story of the Tremollno in its anec- . 
dotic character has in common with the story of 
The Arrow of Gold is the quality of initiation ■ 
(through an ordeal which required some resolution to 
face) into the life of passion« 1 8 ; -
This was his concern^ a-concern which he felt nobody

understood» There is a rather-surprising note of
bitterness in the tone of his letter of August9 1919$
to Sir Sidney Colvin^ which we quote here in its entirety:
nThe.Alllgre affair , I understand, was. a fact of which I / '
make an extended version. The R[ita] of the Tremollno
is by no means true, except as to her actual existence„ I
mention her lightly9 the subject of the paper being the'
Tremollno’ and her fateo That is literally true; just aa : f
Rita of the Arrow is true fund ament a.llv to the shore :
connections of that time0® ' : '  "

: By his own admission as'evidenced in his correspon™ o'
dence 9 Conrad had a; rather tentative approach to each new
work, and nits gradual and half 'unconscious organic f
evolution was often .reflected In an excessive difficulty of
fixing a title to a booko61 A notable example of such
difficulty is evidenced in Conrabfs letter to S® Af
Everitt, in which he discusses in some detail several
possible titles: • for the book which was finally titled The
Arrow of Gold» The rejected possibilities are themselyes:
very interesting in that each represents an additional - O:
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. focal point which Conrad thought“ might serve as the novel's- 
pivote They represent the major elements of emphasis in 
the novels

The title of the hook is another point on which I can
give you no information^ for the- reason that; so far;
I don't know it myselfo It was like this with 
Victory*„* If it had been a book in French? 1 - 
believe I would have called it L'Amie du Roi a but as 

. in English (The Friend of the King) the gender is not 
indicated by the termination; I can't very well do 
that* * * The title of The Goatherd is open to the 
same objection0 They would be both a little mis- . 
..leading g because the connection of the story both 
with goats- and kings, is very slender *: Two Sisters . -:
would be a title much ■more closely related to the 
facts; but I don't like it * It' s . too precise and .. 
also too■CommonplaceV On the other hand a Mme* de 
Lastaola is foreign in appearance$ besides looking 
pretentious * The Heiress* which is closest to the 
facts; would be the most misleading of all; and it is 
also very unimaginative and stupid„»= ■

As you see; the above are all connected with a 
woman* And indeed' the novel may be best described as 
the Study of a Woman who might have been a very'
brilliant phenomenon but has remained obscure;
playing her little part in the Carlist war of 
17 5 - 6  and then going as completely out of the very 

, . special world which knew'her as though she had
returned in despair to the goats of her childhood in 
some lonely valley on the south slope of the 
Pyrenees» The book; however? is but slightly '
concerned with her public (so to speak) activity, 
which was really of a secret nature* What it deals 
with is her private life: her sense of her own 
position, her sentiments and her. fears« It is really 
an episode related dramatically and in the detailed 
manner of a study, in that particular life* That it 
is also an episode in the general experience of the 
young narrator (the book is written in the first 
person) serves only to round it off and give it 
completeness as a novel*** All the interest is in 

. the personages * Of these two women and four men play. 
an active part, the others being only mentioned in 
the narrative, which, I want to tell you, is dealing 
with facts and not at all with self-analysis and 
psychology*

Of the artistic purpose of the writing I won't 
-. - say anythings it is a matter between myself and my
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Rita1s story is rather fabulous = It is? in its most 

superficial aspects9 the Cinderella3 rags-to-riches theme* 
Rita spent her childhood running barefoot over the 
mountains tending goats under the desultory care of her 
uncle? the Cura* a Legitimist5 and her older sister Therese= 
For all practical purposes she was uncared for| Therese 
was even then na terrible p e r s o n w h o ,  when her younger
■ sister appealed to her, showing her bruises she had received 
from a young boy who was the torment of her existence on 
the mountains, was quite scandalized, and called Rita a 
sinful girl, a shameless creatureo tEI assure you,” Rita 
says, "it puzzled my head so that, between Therese my
sister and Jose the boy, I lived in a state of idiocy

22 . - ■ •' '' ' . ' 
almost*" Her uncle she describes as a stern, simple,
old peasant priest of whom she had always been fond, but
Therese had always been positive that her younger,
infinitely more beautiful sister was hell-bent on sin, and
she had convinced the simple old. man of this too* Only
once did Rita, the heiress of Henry Allegre, return to her
home in the Pyrenees mountains* At Therese's insistence
her uncle met her on the road to prevent her entering the
house= "He is a peasant priest, he didnft know, how to
treat me = » 0 He drew himself up when I approached him and
actually took off his hat to me* So simple as that! I



bowed my/bead and asked for his blessing0 And he saidt ;
rI would never refuse a blessing to a good Legitimist,f

23 ' , ■ ■;
So stern: as that!!r

There was a garden behind the house across the -street 
from the one in which Bita lived ? and Rita was wont to 
read there often= One day while so doing she was surprised: 
by the man who lived in the house; Rita remained where 
she wasj sitting on a flat rocky dressed in a skimpy; torn ' 
frock? her rust-colored hair tangled and loose around her 
.shoulders 3. bare-foot and bare-legged ? looking up at the 
intruder of her solitude9 frightened as she wasysteadily* 
The man-j after gazing long at her ? told her not to trouble
herself 3 and went on. Some months later this wealthy
painter 9 ' Henry Allegre3 took her away with him and installed 
her in one of his houses in Marseilles. ■ ■ .

This, to the jealousy fanatically religious Therese 
was absolutely unforgivable. And when Allegre died,.' - " ;
leaving his money, his houses and his fabulous art 
collections to his mistress, Therese found this deliciously 
unforgivable— -although her avarice prevented her from 
refusing Rita's gift of one of the houses in Marseilles. ::-
What could be more delightful, more meaty for a warped 
spirit like Therese!s than to find herself in a position 
in which it was her obvious duty to go about admonishing any 
and all who would listen that the.wages of sin in 
general and her sister1s sin in particular is death? And
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the more Ritafs life heltf any promise of gain of any 
sort— ‘-in material goods or in Rita1s happiness or 
peace— “from her association with Allegro, the more 
devoutly did Therese wish that God^ in His Infinite mercy, 
might damn her sister eterhally& She was sure that would 
happen, but she was nonetheless willing and eager to make 
her sisterfs life on earth a living hell, if she were 
afforded any opportunity at all:® V

And so- the goatherd became Hadame de Lastaola, the 
name which Allegre gave her (Conrad is fond of the 
symbolic change of name--— -Bog ®, Heyst1s changing Alma- 
Magdalen’s name to Lena when she flees to Samburan with 
him), whose name was soon mentioned, in sympathetic, 
whispers, in all t h e  L e g i t i m i s t  salons in Marseilles which 
she was not allowed to enter, because of her social position,.. 
and, indeed, where she herseif never displayed any desire 
to go® She was frequently seen on early morning rides with 
Allegre—  the beautifulmysterious, ' graceful, much 
talked about Rita— y-and the Legitimists, almost to a man, 
were •fascinated with her* b - v :

^Monsieur George, who is really Conrad, enters her 
life a couple of years after Allegre1s death* Although 
she had not been in love with Allegre, she had been a 
faithful and willing mistress, and since she had come 
from nothing, Allegre had given her life a pivot* On his ' 
death she was again unmoored, floating aimlessly in



nothing 9 Many men sued for her favors3 some no doubt 
attracted by her fortune o Among those attracted by the girl 
herself was on® no less than the ^Eing^^DonCarlos him- 
self 6 Hit a sent him away 5, humiliated^ probably through no 
deliberate malic® on her part since there is nothing in 
her character which indicates anything but generosity in 
her relationshipso Nevertheless$ she was thereafter fond 
of imitating the final seen® between her and Don Carlos 5, 
Carlos holding his head and murmuring brokenly, "Rita, you 
are the death of meJ* And also thereafter Rita, for some 
reason which Conrad never really explains sufficiently, was 
a devoted and active Carlisto Sending the man away and 
keeping the cause is additionally difficult to explain since 
the last thing in the world Conrad intends to inject into 
Rita’s character Is any kind of political fanaticism or 
even, really, enthusiasm= Conrad, we know, was a political 
conservative, an anti^revolutionaryc Monsieur George 
(Conrad) was enlisted in the Carlist cause from a thirst 
for adventure, and kept in it from a devotion to Sita, 
not from any real political commitment0 And Rita?
Perhaps it gave some kind of mooring to her life after 
Alllgr®fs deatho She had been living in Carlist circles; 
perhaps the only thing to do, at any rate the easiest, 
was simply to go.with them, to devote her monies and her 
energies to them0 Anyway, that is what she doeso

A suitor of some importance in the novel is J° M 0 Ko



Bltamt9 the son of blue^-eyed 9 sllver-baired, stunningly^ 
dressed MrseBlmitg a finaneially embarrassed^ Southern^ 
ex*-slave owning^ American 3 Catholic gentlewoman ̂ who has 
decidedg with her typical attitude of considering all 
people pawns to her and her son’s interestsg to forgive 
Rita her past indiscretions arid her painfully humble 
origin$ and exchange the honor of her son’s name and blood 
for Rita’s fortunso Howerer9 Mrso Blunt is sincerely 
impressed with Rita and quite convinced that her son will 
be getting no short bargain— »in spite of Rita’s lack of 
social position and the implications of her being Allegre rs 
heiresso The ability of a woman to impress women is no 
mean .accomplishments Jo- Mo K 0 Blunt has not his mother ’s 
practical outlook9: aithough he does have her. genteel1 

ruthlessness9 and; besides$ since he is a man 9 and a _
Southerner at that 9 the matter of honor is much more 
important9 indeed g - all. ̂ important to him0 Rita recognizes. 
this moral priggishness in him instantly2 ’’He is a most 
noble and loyal gentleman9 but I have my own Basque peasant 
soul and don’t want to think that every time he goes away 
from my feet = o«that he goes away feeling tempted to brush 
the dust off his moral . sleeve o That! Never I ” Americalnc, 
Catholiaue et geritllhomme Blunt never can make up his mind 
about Rita| he is at one© fascinated by the woman and 
repelled by the facts =, Undecided until the end; he 
nevertheless cannot; bear the thought of anyone else’s
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possessing hero When George and Rita run off together5,
Blimt spreads a nasty ca.lumny around Marseilles 5 and it
is this which precipitates the duelo Says Gonradc, 68If
he was utterly incapable of being carried away by love •
' ; : 25there was nothing equivocal about his jealousy

George falls in love with Rita9 but the story of
their relationship is not8 as Comrades consideration of
various possible titles quoted above tells us 9 in any way
the central pivot of the novel= The novel is about Rita 9
her sentiments j her emotions c, her motives 9 and George is
only incidental to her life’s.plot*-as Conrad’s literary
style demands that he beo. The novel ends with George and
Blunt in a duel for Rita3 in which George i s ,seriously
wounded® Rita tends him during his lengthy conval@senc@o
When he finally awaheS 9 she is gone 9 and he hears nothing9

absolutely nothing 9 from or about her for the rest of his
lif@o

In Chance Conrad says5" nk young girl9 you know? is 
something like a temple o You pass by and wonder what 
mysterious rites are going on in there5 what prayers$ what 
visions? ■ The privileged man 9 the lover? the husband 9 who 
are given the key. of the sanctuary do hot always know how
1 .. ■ 26 : : -
to use it®” This is ezactly the picture we get9 not only 
of Flora5 but of Rita as well® There is always ah air of 
mystery about Ritas which is never thoroughly dispelled0
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Im The Arrow of Gold sh® is first introduced in a conversa
tion between Mills and Blunt9 beginning in the first 
chapter and continuing through the second» Her name is 
not mentioned for several paragraphs $, and all. the reader 
learns about wh@rM is exciting and fascinating» Observe 
Conradss deliberately tantalizing style in the paragraph in 
which the first note of a woman's existence is madeo Blunt 
and Mills have been discussing the details of the next 
Carlist gun-running expedition while young George listenss 
f5Mro Blunt sat by very detached9 his eyes roamed here and 
there all over the caflf and it was while looking upward 
at the pink foot of ao =»goddess of some sort depicted on
the ceilingooothat he let fall casually the words, fShe will

, 2?
manage .it-for you quite easily»8t$ . For the first two 
chapters everything we learn about ^herM serves to whet our 
curiosity as much as that of Monsieur Georgeo Dona Rita 
(her name is finally dropped by Blunt in a question to 
Mills which he asks "with an indefinite smile and a 
marked emphasis") is referred to as "the most admirable 
find of his [Alllgr®Es] amongst all the priceless items he 
had-accumulated in that houseo 0 0® | as one who "radiated, 
life 5" as on® "varied in her simplicity"; she is even 
compared to Cleopatra by Mills? who adds later that he has 
known her for only six hours altogether» But that time 
"was enough to feel the seduction of her native intelligence 
and of her splendid physique= = obecause she had what some



Freiaetman has called ! the terrible gift of familiarityo “n 
Blunt (who s, it turns out later $,' is rather in love with 
her) says very little5. while Mills continues to muse on 
the extraordinary Rita? }1ilnd when saying good-bye she 
could put in'iastan.t'an immense distance between 
herself and yoUo 1  slight stiffening of that perfect 
figure g'a change of the physiognomys it was like being 
dismissed by a person born in the purpl®0 o0 Perhaps she's 
really one of those inaccessible beings oes-

: This 86temple” quality9 this sanctity of the inner
person in the young Rita in the garden? is no doubt what 
possessed Alllgres the art collectors to add this magnifi
cent 9 living work of art to his possessions» As for the 
key to this temple Alllgre obviously did mot even try to 
use it; he was content to possess her as mistress and 
showpieceo .His making her his heiress indicates that he 
had no small appreciation for the qualities.of her 
intelligence) perhaps his motives in this act if©r© similar 
to those of Isabel Archer11 s cousin in Portrait ©f a Lady, 
who wanted to free Isabeli’s unusual spirit from the . 
restrictions of poverty so that it might truly express - , 
■ itself creativelyo '■ Isabel finds miseryo Although we can 
conjecture^ what Rita ultimately finds we shall never 
knowo Mills implies that becoming am heiress mad® it 
impossible for her to find happiness9.although it meant 
very little to her per se; indeed9' she.never could bring



herself close enough to her finances to dispose of the ..
fabulous art collectiono She was a most generous person9

and her new wealth simply afforded her more opportunities
to give it away9 mostly to the Carlists in the Legitimist
eause.si and 9 ; of eours© 9 enabled her to maintain; her
independenc® more easily® '

Reference has been made to Conrad's ntentativenessro
in the faee/Of psychological problems o It is difficult
to disassociate this tentativeness from Conrad^s painstakimg
disavowal of any emotional tenor in his literary styleo
Rita’s problem9 in the year in which we know her in The
Arrow of GoldQ does not concern what is to become of hef 0
Neither does it concern Conrad the author9 who simply
lets her completely pass out of existence at the end of the
novelo The Arrow of Gold is not a hovel of plot; it is
an elaborate character portrayal, wth@ deliberate re-creation 
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of a definite adventure, physical and spiritual0“ We
learn most about Rita from Monsieur George= She is, among.
other things, argumentative, wayward, irrelevant,
contradictory, generous and impulsive= She is certainly
not all sweetness and light0 She is often impatient with
her admirers; she is capable of flinging invectives and
accusations at them<> She often accuses George of stupidity;
Blunt she dismisses in one scene with the observation that: :
he has no heart<, And she is right, always righto But
she is not temperamental or moody= She is, above all,
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scrapuleusly laonest regardimg her - o w  sensations and•
s©Btia@mtSo ; She'is not9 1 m the sens® that Isabella of
■ Measure for Measure was 9 any paragon of virtue o N© doubt
she fled her home with Allegro for sheer spiritual self-
preservation, running from Therese rather than with
Alligrep She is not brave, neither is she essentially
cowardlyo The thing in her life which she fears most is
the passion of the man, Jos# Ortega, the sadistic boy
who tormented her while she tended her goats i n .her native :
mountains o She recounts her relationship with Jos# to
George in her house at Marseilles«

oool often felt inclined to laugho But i f ■loo»tried 
to dodge out of the way h@ would start stoning mo 
into a shelter I knew of and then sit outside with 

: a heap of stones at hand so that I daren't show the
end of my nose for hourso He. would sit there and 
rave and abuse me till I would burst into a crazy 

' laugh in my hole; and then I could see him through 
 ̂ the leaves rolling on the ground and biting his fists 

with ragep Didn't he hate mel oppI am convinced 
- mow that if I had started crying he would have 
rushed in and perhaps strangled m© there» Th@no=p 
he would make me swear that I would marry him when I 
was grown up= "Swear, you little wretched beggar," 
he would yell to me® And I would swear® I was 

.- hungry, and I didn't want to be made black and blue all 
.©Ver with stones® Oh, I swore ever so many times to 

'he M s  wif o p Thirty times a month .for two months, o68 30

■ ' 111
Er sah ihn stlrzen, trinken 
Und sinken tief ins Meer,
Die Augen-tateh ihm sinken, .
Trank nie einen Tropfen mehr®

w  Goethe1s Faust
"Rita dg Lastaola," asks Mi.gr@z, "is she the lady of
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the arrow df̂  gold or- the girl who. had freckles and tore her ■
■' . ■ v : . 31 . ■ ;skimpy frock' ©n the t h o r n s W h i c h  is she indeed? In 

the symbolism of the arrow of gold is the key to Rita’s 
charactero The arrow is a large, gold pin,: set with 
several diamomds and rubies 9 and attached to a combo It 
was rnidonbtedly given to her by Alllgre ̂ since there is . 
mo place else where she could have acquired it 9 and Rita, 
wears it to pirn up her tBtawny1* hairo In the several 
scenes wherein she removes the arrow of gold5 her hair 
comes down^^both literally and figuratively! In on® scene, 
she cries on George8 s shoulder| in another■she. rails at 
him for being impossibly insensitive; in a third ? the last, 
page of the final scene^ in which she has offered him the 
; arrow as a k@epsak@ 9 she surrenders her total .love to hirno 

This is the first .time in her life^ for all her " 
experiences with men'g ' that she has' actually surrendered ;her v 
entire self? totally committed;, to a lovero It is most ■ : 
significant that her emotional involvement begins only when 
the arrow loses 5 once and for all% its place in her hair0 

In one sense the arrow symbolizes her sophistication9 her 
entrance into the ^civilized” world through her alliance 
with Allegro <> One of her first experiences in this 
sophisticated world is am encounter with am old seulptor g 
a friend:of Allegro 9awho addresses the couple while they 
are ridihg in the park» The old man Is so taken with Ritats 
beauty that there are.tears in his eyes as he begs
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persissioa t© sculpt hero „ Mills^ who relates the incidentj 
coMients9 ■,H % S shoot an arrow into the old man's heart

3 2  . -
like this?'' $he imagery of the arrow is reiterated 
constantly throughout the entire novelo In addition to 
symbolizing her sophistications the arrow of gold is most 
of all the symbol of a kind of worldly detachment on Bita;1 s 
parto Hers is not the rational detachment of Heyst 5 Rita 
is not nearly so philosophic o • Jfo,- rather hers is the 
peculiar detachment of a woman alone against the world 9 
forced to protect herself by her own witso Consequently9 

she simply will not become emotionally committed t© any
thing or anyone9 not through Heyst rs sens© of universal 
mistrust9 but through an instinctual desire to keep herself 
intacto Kills points out in the first chapter that as 
Blunt "lives by M s  :sword916 Ritai "lives by her wits o'6 
Through her.and in Chance Conrad stresses the to-thine- - 
own-self”b@~true themes " 0 0 0She [Mrs0 Fyne] can't forgive 
Miss de Barral for being a woman and behaving like a 
womano And yet this is not only reasonable and natural3 but 
it is her only chance 0 A woman against the world has no 
resources but in herselfV Her only means'of action is 
to be what she "isvw

Only in this specific sense9 in her determination to 
be morally self-sufficient <, is Bita mistrusting o There is 
no one to whom she dares totally attach herself but her 
own selfo In a sense she reproaches herself even for the



mild tone of her dependence on All!gr@ 0 Alllgre' died 9 
and she t8had to dismonnto" Again she w%s alone $ with 
nothing to depend on but the arrow of gold in her.haire .

She is what she is 9 never anyone but Rita s never 
anything but a ^Basque peasant88 with an arrow of gold in 
her hairo She has mo ambition; she is not interested in 
her own or in any wealth; she is totally disinterested in 
all ^mundane^ affairs* She does;not want to escape her 
childhood or crash society or pull strings in other 
people's lives*' In short? she wants nothing9 and in that 
sense she is shallow as Venus de-Milo is shallow* Conrad 
points out that she could have become very influential in 
the Carlist movement9 but she prefers not to * Unlik©
Flora and Lena 5, who are lost, bewildered and made the 
helpless victims of gratuitous cruelty, and who, conse*** 
quentlyg are looking for a haven of love and safety?
Rita has much self“confidence* It is hers by gift of God 
■ because she is beautiful and.fascinating9 infinitely more 
so than either Lena9 who inspires only pity in Heyst at 
first9 or Flora9 who 5, as the titles ("The Damsel” and t$Th@ 
Knight811) of the two divisions of Chance imply9 inspires a 
kind of romantic9 albeit thoroughly sympathetics gallantry 
im Captain Anthony* As Migroz observes 5 66It is unlikely that 
he would have taken any notice of her at all if she had
not been oven more lost in the barbarous world than h® was

■ 3^ . . ■ . •himself *86 But Rita commands attention naturally s and



she cam well afford to offer her company on her own terms o 
•She is not looking for love as escape, or as security 
:against am essential loneliness ? and until her affair with 
George she has nerer known passion and is frightened by 
its first glimmerings in herselfo If she is looking for 
anything at all? it is perhaps the proper outlet through 
which to express the most creative tal&nt that she has6”-6" : • 
her womanhoodo She is never either ashamed or proud of . 
being what she- is 0 - ' : . : ■ -

. Bits alone will not fail Hita| Eita alone wants 
nothing from Hitae Until George9 every man in her ken 
has pursued h@r for somethings Ortega hounds her from a • : 
bestial lust5 Allegre admired only the work.o f .her " 
Creator^ her physical beauty| Blunt is a suitor for. her 
fortuneo Only George asks nothing but to be allowed to 
love her forVherself o. This is new to her f sb: incredibly 
new thatg for all her sophistication; she doesn't quite- . 
know:what to think or how, to acto Initially she treats 
George with the touch-me-not attitude that has become her 
defems® against the worldo When Georg® seeks to kiss her 
hand,9 she withdraws it violently» Several weeks later she 
has, come to trust George more, and she voluntarily extends 
her hand to hiiio A couple of months later Georg© presses 
am impulsiv© kiss into the hollow of her throat ? and again 
she reacts violently= As George retires in confusion and 
shame 9 Bita is still standing in the middle of the room9



looking at him “frankly and .incredulouslyoE8
Her emotional virginity is a great part of Rita's 

intangible charm for George= Conrad always draws a stout 
lime between sex and love| truej Rita has committed , 
herself sexually once9 perhaps several times $ but love 
has had no part at all in these commitments= In her face 3 
in her whole, mien is that singular^ quite untouched 
purity which George calls her youngness § w»o»I felt no 
longer alone in my youtho That Woman0 o owas revealed to 
me as young ̂ younger than anybody I had ever seen,- as . 
young as myself (and my sensation of my youth was then 
very acute); revealed with something peculiarly intimate 
in the conviction, as if she were young exactly in the
same way in which I felt myself young; and that therefore

. : . ' a ■ ' ''■ 35no misunderstanding between Us was possibleo oo®
Each of the three, women whom we discuss is, according 

to the standards of conventional morality, a sinner; yet 
Conrad takes special pains with this important themes that 
no ©he of them is guilty by her own standards = He 
manages to bring this theme across with stunning clarity 
through a combination of astute insight and artistic 
executiono. Bita never delivers a diatribe explaining or ■ 
defending her moral guiltlessness; she is presented as 
guiltless by a man who knew, possibly better than she 
herself.did, her sentiments, emotions and motives0 We 
have in Rita the picture of a girl attempting to live her
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life according to k@r own moral convictions of duty = Her 
first duty is to preserve her own integrity^ and in order 
to do that Rita must renounce all attachments=

She makes her own rules and abides by them scrupu
lously o Because of her social position she is not allowed 
into the salons of polite societyo That is just as 
wellj for Rita has rejected polite society on much more 
profound grounds than it has ignored hero Rita carries 
on her own little salon in the houses which she has 
inheritedo Were she to be accepted into the salons of 
society5, Rita would have to deal with conventional moralityo 
She is not prepared to do that; in her own salon she dictates 
all the rules $ and all who c@hwse'v:her5<eiQMpahy vmUst: atide-,.by 
thems She does mot seek deliberately to alienate herself 
as Heyst does 3 for she does maintain activity in the 
Carlist causeo But she does make it very clear that all 
who seek her out"(and they do 5 for she is young 8 rich and 
beautiful) must do so on her own terms0

This detachment .from mundane matters is symbolized by 
the arrow of goldo It is this detachment which George 
must conquer before he can gain her total love j, and 
slowly c, as Rita realizes that this man wants only her lev® 
for its own and her sake8 does he progresso The arrow of 
gold plays a most symbolic role in this love storyc Take $ 
for one instance among many8 the haunting appearance of the 
arrow in Georgefs dreams
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' I ha.d been looking at» ̂  the tawny hair with snared 

red sparks brushed up from the nape of a white 
neck and held on high by an arrow of gold feathered 
with brilliants and with ruby gleams all along its 
shafts , That jewelled ornament? which I remembered 
often telling Rita was of a very Philisfinish 
conception (it was in some way connected with a 
tortoiseshell comb) occupied an undue place in my 

- memory? tried to .come into some sort of.significance - 
even in my sleeps Often,! dreamed of her with . 
white limbs shimmering in the gloom like a nymph 
haunting a riot of foliage and •raising a perfect 
round arm to take an arrow of gold-out of her hair 
to throw it at me by hand? like a darts It came 
on whizzing a trail of light, but I always woke 
up before it struck = Always» . Invariablyo. It
never had a chances3 6

Unlike the traditional dart of Cupid, Rita’s arrow never 
strikes its mark = Her arrow of gold is her protection 
against Cupid's darts* -

Representing the extreme of conventional morality in 
all its most warped and bigoted aspects is Rita's older 
sister, Theresec That Therese, as Ritafs foil, is of no 
little significance in Rita's story is evidenced by the 
fact that Conrad at one time considered entitling the 
novel Two Sisterso The enormous contrast, between Rita and 
Therese is ironic in that they are sisters, and that each 
is the torment of the other's existenceo Therese is evil 
incarnate = Brought to Marseilles and given a house by 
her sister, Therese centers her entire life around her several 
daily trips to church, her meaningless, almost psychopathic 
avarice (it gnaws at her heart that she has.no formal 
"paper" proving her "legal" ownership of the house), and■



the vicious meanness of her soul and -spirit which manifests 
itself in her almost gratuitous^ secret desire to see 
18our Rita86 dead <> ^here is something incredibly sinister 
about Therese;, and one marveis to think that even the 
threat of eternal damnation is sufficient to keep the 
savage $ insane evil of her soul in checko What is most 
frightening about Therese is that she is completely 
without human sympathy and without a moral code § mercifully 
she is also stupid0 It is she who provides Ortega with 
access to Rita in the final sceneg thinking that George 
is out9 and Rita therefore unprotected<> It is her hope 
that either Rita will be forced to marry the wretched 
Ortega? thus to spend the rest of her life in misery^ 
atoning for the sinful pleasures which have been hers 
(and not Therese ls)j or that % perhaps even betters Rita 
will be strangled to death.by Ortega c

This final scene with Ortega is indeed the retribu
tion of an unforgiving societyq It is interesting to note 
that in Conrad ,5fate8* is often retributiont> usually 
effected by another human beingo Conrad speaks of the
arrival of Mr» Jones9 Ricardo and Pedro on Samburan as 
■ ' ' \ ‘ : ■ 3766a sort of fate - the retribution that waits its time 088
And Rita tells of Josi^s daily arrival for two months to
torment hers 88It was like fateo-o o It used to come along a

- . ■ . ,38:; ■cart-track that was there and it looked like a boyo ■
Heyst1s retribution is that Jae must pay with his life for



being a i8man of universal detachment!! so long that he is
incapable of dealing adequately with the realism of the
worldffs attachmentso Rita8s retribution is the nightmare
i n ' the locked roomM— Ortega cursing 9- screaming? pleading 9
whining 9 threatening and raving outside the door9 while
Bita and.George stand in silence for an eternity like
two quivering greyhounds who hope that maybe the panther
will not leap if they are stillo Of this scene Conrad
writes § pTou will easily understand that of this affair
not everything could be set down0 The inner truth of
the scene in the locked room is only hinted at= And as
to the whole who could have rendered its ominous glow«

- ■ ' 39its atmosphere of exultation and misery?" For Rita
this 88inner truth?88 her 85fatej,88 this man Ortega is somehow
horribly laughableo Even as a child she found release from
the fright and the feeling of helplessness which Ortega
inspired in her through hysterical laughter o She laughs
again as she tells George of how she used to laugho And
in the final scene she again finds release from the
humiliation of Ortega8s invectives in laughtero 80 rDo11
Rita calls out to Ortega9 laughing softly0 8Mhy 9 slink
off home o»oas you used to years ago when I had done with

ho
you « all but the laughter o'?** This merciless remark
inspires Ortega to complete the destruction of Rita8s 
self-possession by an equally merciless assault on the 
dignity of her womanhood s 66 8 Gatin I You were that from the



cradle = Don ft you remember howo oo CatirU Gatin 8 Gatin I *'
Observej incidentallys that Ortega and Ricardo of

Victory have much in commons they are both savages 9 if hot
actnal,ly sadists 9 and yet for both Conrad has a curious,
though naturally limited, sympathye Of RicardojConrad
writess MRavish or kill -.It was all one to him, as long
as by the act he liberated the suffering soul of savagery
repressed for so long o'® And of Ortega these lines s
“eool heard Ortega1s distracted screaming as if under

*i3torture o * It hurts! It hurts 1 It hurts!f 68
Over and over again Conrad tells us that the attempt

at wordly indifference, no matter what the level, no matter 
how strong the moral cause, is doomed to failureQ Rita 
does not find great happiness in her way of life, but she 
does find some kind of peaceo When she removes the 
arrow of gold from her hair in the final scene, she 
renounces her detachment and the slight peace of mind that 
attended itV After George has recovered from the wound 
he received in his. duel with Blunt, Rita leaves him,
sacrificing her love Mtd the integrity of [his] life

: Wf •' V - ' - '  ■
heroically,69 as Mills points out<, George has told
Rita that he means to live his life "integrally,66 and Rita
knows that with her such will be impos sible Beyond thi s,
the exact reasons for Rita9s leaving George have been a
source of some dissatisfaction among critics, although to
Conrad himself !,his figures were very real 00 oand their
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actions had that kind of inevitability which came from a
complete grasp of their characters»86 Richard Curie
reports that in a discussion of The Arrow of Gold ®I once
said to him that it was not clear to me why Rita finally
left Georgeo 8 Oh 9 well? my dear fellow% 1 he replied^
6if you canft understand that3 it$s not worth discussing 

•̂6 - 
ito1” Another time Conrad wrote to Co J® Fehbutss
88A thing like that cannot go on forever; and Rita with her
greater maturity5 greater experience of the world and in
her perfect sincerity in the face of the given situation
sees it clearlyo11 ■. Rita has made no mean sacrifice =
Mills relates to George that Rita told him w o00that till
she met you she knew nothing of loveo That you were to

■ 48
her in more senses than one a complete, revelationo88

As Mlgrog points out, wIt is the men who fail in. .
The Arrow of Gold* Rita wins love and renounces love in 
rewarding Monsieur George, but she is the controlling 
power of both the^Oarlist intrigue and the passionate 
episode of lov@g.w: What he means by "it is the men
who fail88 could be one or both of two things o They fail , 
in the Car list intrigue 0 And they also fail Rita =■ Even 
George fails her when her impressively faithful maid Rose 
tells him desperately that "Madame is not h a p p y G e o r g e  

is naturally apprehensive, but he has no idea of the cause 
or true meaning of the state of Ritacs emotions which 
Rose can describe only as “not•happy" and which bring forth



from Hose the cry $, 89 Madam.© should listen to her heart I®
Rita 8 s emotional state is complex'-! her wnot"happinessw 
moves her to flee Marseilles^ flee George, flee Bluntc, 
flee everything^ What she Is experiencing is . self1- 
awareness9 the realization of her own power and her own 
weaknesseso She is more and more aware throughout the 
■"episode60 of the intensity of George1 s sufferings on her 
accounto She has known nothing like it9 either in another 
or in the glimmerings of responsiveness which she feels 
in herself0 The moral question which raises itself 
regarding her surrender to George is ""why?® The Wwhy® in 
Ortega"s case was obviouss she was physically terrorized| 
the 66 why® in All eg re:i s case was equally obvious s she had 
to escape; the "why" in George"s case she answers herself0 

"He has suffered enough9W she says when he returns9 crushed 
and abandoned9 from his failure in the Tremolino 
adventureo And so? for that matter^ has she0

We know not where she goes or what becomes of her 8 

but it would be. perhaps a little too romantic to conjee^ 
ture that she will never again find love 3 simply because 
she has already found it once in an almost perfect form*
But we can agree with Mills that she will not be happy*
Her defences have been weakened once; it is easy to see 
them being weakened again9 and finally collapsing 
altogethero Without the arrow of gold Rita will become 
part of the world into which it is too late for her to fit*
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There is in the toSeednd Mote18 a characteristic example 
of the judgment of a gross;9. misunderstanding world upon 
hero The doctor who is attending George sayss eeThis is 
the second case 1 have had in this houses and I am sure 
that directly or indirectlyiit was connected with that 
womano She will go on like this leaving a track behind 
her and then some day there will • really be a corpse o?! 
Someone j, undoubtedly Mills 9 replies^ “ITt ’is easy' to 
blame her9 but9 as she asked me despairingly9 could she 
go through life veiled from head to foot or go out of it 
altogether into a convent? Hos she isn't-'guiltyo . She is 
simply - what she iso1 *And what's that?' asks the 
doctor<, ’Very much of a woman» Perhaps a little more at 
the mercy of contradictory impulses than other womene 
But that8 s not her fault0 I really think she has been very

■ 51 ...honest 0 n8
” ’She will be wasted9 s Mills says sadly0 ’She is a 

most unfortunate creatureo Mot even poverty could save
her now® She cannot go back to her goats® Yet who can
tell? She may find something in life* She mayI It won’t

V  52 , ■ ' .be l o v e * H a d  .she stayed in poverty in her native <
mountains she would have had to stifle that urge for self'*
expression® But she has been made self-aware, and that
self-awareness is unforgivable to a world ’’not meant for
lovers 988 or 9 for that matter 9 women like her 9 a world too
gross to appreciate or even understand her® Her life
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milst be fnil of Thereses and men shaking their heads in 
disapproval over the r?track” she has left behind» But 
those who know her well say alwaysg "It is not her faults 0 @ 
She has been very honesto” ■ '■

The arrow of gold ehe leaves to George as a keepsake? 
and he loses it at sea9 likening it in this instance to 
the golden goblet which was given to the king o f 1Thule 
by his beloved mistresso It was the king's only possession 
that he did not leave to his heirs 3 but§ rising from his 
death“bed3 he cast it into the seao

Like the rose9 Rita is 5 Rita is Ritao : .
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. CHAPTER III
^Thinking is the great enemy of perfectiGno"
v.. ■ « Joseph Conrad 3 ^Authoris Note" to Victory

Richard Curie;, whoj, of all Conradfs critics9 has
perhaps devoted the most thought to Conrad^s women3 and
who was 'Host disturbed by the many times he had wheard
people say that Conrad did not understand women9 and that

■ i .his women characters are unconvincing comments that
691 Qoothink the truth is that [these] peopleOoodo not 

. ' ' ' " : ' . 2 themselves understand Conrad rs attitude to women0 88 Curie
further points out that»61 one must appreciate that Conrad
did not have altogether an English point of view [in the
^psychology and relationships of men and women8 ] 9 and that
his special romanticism was more prepared to face facts
than is always evident, in the Anglo-Saxon,, Conrad 3 o ehad
a natural sensitiveness and delicacy which show clearly in
the texture of his bookso»-e. . He was capable9 as his books
prove? of a mental passion for a woman which few sentimen-

■ 3 ;tal Englishmen could achieve 088 MSgroz speaks of the
•’very definite instinct belonging to the dark patriarchal
ages [in Conrad,s chivalry towards women] in which woman8s
domain was the nuptial couch9 the nursery and the social

.4' - . . : ■
■gracesott; That which Megroz calls an ®instinct” is certainly
discernible in the three women whom we are discussing;
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even in Winnie Verloe 9 curiously enough. c T M s  81 instinct j68 
however9 expresses itself in a kind.of romantic tone- 
color ing 9 and not in' the actualities of plot « Mlgroz 
Observess ’’Women are the instigators ? difeet or indirect9 • 
of all that' happensot Generally indirect5 hut not the less 
powerfule Without Mrs0 Gould and ¥iola,ss daughters in 
Nostromo that story would he. reduced hy half9 in depth as . 
well as length* Are not the events of Victoryn up to their 
tragic culmination9 the work of two women? The madly 
lealous Mrs = Sdhoaherg ? and Lena,^ the cause of her . ;
jealousy? The victory is Lenars pathetic victory» It is
: I" '.'.-:. ' , “ • : l 'the men who failp® . This is equally true in The Arrow of
Gold 9 in which Rita is the direct instigator of everything
that happenss and in The Secret Agento in which the
whole, story pivots around -the emotions of Winnie, Verloo®

Conrad has- d r a m  women 9 such as Amy Foster s who are
complete^ artistic failures; of his successful portraits2

however9 Lena is perhaps the most artistically deficient9

; ■■■ yc - - : \ .: ■ ■ - ' ' ' : ■: The adverh is unwarranted | the adjective itself is ..
perhap s:overly strong s Jealousy is a comparatively small 
component in the, motivation of Mrs® Schomberg1 s aid to 
Lena and Heystj and mad jealousy is no component at all® 
Rather9 she is merely trying to keep hold on the only 
reality she knows9 the only one available to her® With 
her husband she Is abused 9 but without him she is 
nothing at all to any one 0 ’ : - y,. ' i ' v. ' .



and? at the same time? most imbued-with Conrad's romantie 
ton@o She is not nearly so difficult to comprehend as 
Rita, for Lena, as we have observed above, is developed 
much along , the thread of a single commitment— i* e e, her 
devotion to;H@ysto Plot-wise she is the turning point in 
Heyst's life, the fatal attachment of the man of universal 
detachmento She Is, in a sense, the instrument of his 
tragedy, but that is not her fault, for, like Rita,
"she has been very honesty® The story of. her sterile life 
before Heyst, as Conrad sketches it in two paragraphs, 
should somehow enable us to understand exactly her 
reticence in communication, her complex decision to keep 
what she knows about the plans of Ricardo and Jones from 
her lovero It does not 0 As a matter of fact, nothing 
fully explains what makes these two people, literally 
marooned, although by choice, on a desert island, with 
no means of amusement or of human intercourse but each 
other, what makes them so silent» Heyst will not confess 
his love, although he cannot fail, to know what Lena means 
when she says that without him she doesn11 exist, when she 
entreats him, "You should try to love meo19 And Lena will 
not tell Heyst what she knows of the danger to his lifeo 
Yet they spend the hours of their days talking around the 
things which are most meaningful to theme

■ Heystfs silence can be explained by the fact that even 
when he is isolated with Lena on Samburan, he is afraid of
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becoming attached to worldly things«*”«evens Indeed
especially^ to another human being0 He is incapable of
fully trnsting anyoneG The full tragedy of his attitude
is most poignantly expressed in Lena's death scene in
which Heyst bends over her "cursing his fastidious soul3

which even at that moment kept the true cry of love from 
- . , . 6 
his 'lips in its infernal mistrust of all l i f e A n d
the summation, of his tragedy is one he realizes and
expresses to Davidson in the last words we ever hear from
Heyst§ "Ahg Davidson, woe to the man whose heart has not
learned while young to hope$ to love -• and to put its trust

7 ' : - \  ̂ "in life!". . /
But Lena1s silence is more difficult to understand0 

One might theorize on a very subtle kind of female 
stubbornnessr^-if he won't tell me/ then I won't tell 
him~"»but for such a. thing to exist in any but the most 
minute prbportions would be out of keeping with the 
emotional intensity of Lena's charactero Ho, Lena is 
keeping what she knows to herself because she is 
determined to use it all by herselfg she is determined to 
die to prove her love for Heyst, and as long as that is 
so, she seeks to save Heyst any and all knowledge of the 
matter<= She must die because she is ultimately inarticulate 
because she cannot put her love into words0

Perhaps what Conrad says here is that we are all 
inarticulate, that our words, in the last analysis, mean



nothing 5 prove nothing0 To each human being is given the
chance of a meaningful death; most of us prefer to attempt
to live meaningful lives3 but Lena chooses the former. And
perhaps what Conrad is saying here is that each man is an .
island unto himself% and that Heyst and Lena3 living in
circumstances of terrible intimacy; who should have been as
close to one another as human beings can possibly be^ and
who die as much together as two people can; die each alone.

This may be what Conrad meant to say; but that he does
not say it in a wholly satisfactory manner.is evidenced in
an admission he makes in a letter to Christopher Sandeman,
"My fault;" he says3 "is that I haven't made Lena1s
reticence credible enough since a mind like yours

8
(after reflexion fsic!) remains unconvinced,18 His very 
next sentences in the same letter; however; indicate what 
Conrad meant by her reticences ®I need not tell you that 
while I wrote her; her silence seemed to me truth itself; 
a rigorous consequence of her character and the situation. 
It was not invented for the sake of 8the story,iM

"A rigorous consequence of her character and the 
situation," Looking at Lena through what Conrad intended 
her to be; we find her; in this matter; silent as the sea; 
and quite as mysterious. The simile; indeed; is no doubt 
intentionally suggested by Conrad; for his women seem 
always to have that much in common with the sea. Hone of 
Conrad's critics fails to observe this, George Gissing;
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for instance 5, wrote to Conrad 9 ‘Wonderful9 I say9 your

. mute or all but mute women 0 How 5, in Satan fs name3 do

. you make their souls speak through their silences? Nay5,
; it is as though the very soul of the world spoke for them -
as in that voice of the, sea9 which makes all the world 

: - .• 9 ■flike a tolling hello116 But Sandeman is right9 as
Conrad admitsi Lena is artistically deficient for the
reason that her silence under the circumstances is not
quite credible» She has spoken freely enough before9 and
the situation seems to call for human communication =,
Heyst's reticence is made thoroughly understandable9 hut
Lena's, is not0 : -

Yet? ,in/spite-of this? Lena does manage to come through3

- if not fully as a three-dimensional character3 no less a
three-dimensional womano The reverse could not be true;
that is to say3 she could not be a fully developed human
being 5, like Bitas and be wanting in her character as a
womano But although her motives in a crucial part of
the novel lack some artistic credibility? the force of her
character on the whole is thoroughly feminine and thoroughly
understandable »

She ? like Bita/j like Flora ? like Winnie s is a woman
alone against the world9 and her only recourse is "to be
what she is o'? Rita lives by her wits9 but Lena does not
have •Rita's wits9 or Rita's particular kind of intelligence
eithero Until Lena meets Heyst9 the crushing burden of
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the terrible aloneness of her life consumes all her . 
energieso It takes every ounce of her strength to get 
through each day6 She is alone and unprotected| the world 
in its grossness9 in Its hideous persecution of the 
wretched 9 is out to besmirch her 3 to ruin her— -quite 
gratuitouslyj to break hero Several times she says to 
Heyst3 6$I tell you 9 they were too many for me =611 There is
ZangiacomOj whose interest in Lena does not escape the

: . - “ ' ; " ' ■' ’ . . - notice of his mean, bitter wifeo Thus Lena has not only.
the orchestra leader to■contend with9 but the brutal 
pinches of his vicious wife as wello And there is 
Schombergg in all his pitiful lust9 accosting and badgering 
the girl at every opportunity andc, worse <, creating oppor
tunities where there are none» . And there is 9 further?
Lena1s own lack of directions the fact that she can see 
nothing ahead for herself but a continuation of this 
exhausting misery* Her finding within herself the 
strength to withstand 68them8’ is in itself a tribute to 
what is innately moral9 in the Conradian sense 3 in hero 
She is g - in all situations s true* to herself and to her 
convictionso This morality is not a thing she has been 
taught j although she has been exposed to. the knowledge 
of what is conventionally considered good in her five years
of attending Sunday school» 681 am not what they call a

- ' 10 
good girl 9 61 she says to Heysto There is nothing in her
childhood to lead us to believe that she has been taught



much of anytMng— — except how to "play the violin badly»
Hop this moral strength is something that she herself
has wrought out of her own raw vstuff5 something that she
has recognized and developed intuitivelyo MSgroz points
out that the victory in the novel is hers 3 that it is the
men% HeystP Bicardo9 Jones9 who f a i l o  She is victorious
in every details in preserving her moral integrity9 in
successfully ploying Ricardo? in provinga to her own
satisfaction, her love for Heysto These victories are
not functions of her intelligence, for her intelligence
is not curious§ she has not the least idea of where she is,
of what place Samhuran occupies on the map in relation to
the rest of the world, of the fact that she has seen
mountains like Vesuvius and cities all over the globe
that to her are nameless; the profundities that fall from
her lips come out of the mouth of a babe; she is not
always able to follow the intricacies of Heyst's
reasoning, but she does have an instinctual intelligence,
a perfect vision of what she must do and how she must do
ito The scene describing her handling of Ricardo, both
physically and verbally, is, in every detail, a good example
of the workings of this instinctual intelligence» She
is strong physicallys

o0oShe was never in doubt of the nature of the danger® 
She defended herself in the full, clear-knowledge 
of it, from the.force of instinct which is the 
true source of every great display of energy®o®
She was no longer alone in the world now® She
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resisted without a moment -of faltering ? he cause she 
was no longer deprived of moral support| because;" 
she was no longer defending herself for herself '
alone| because of the faith that had been born in 
her - t h e  faith in the man of her destiny§ and 
perhaps in the Heaven which had sent him so 
wonderfully.tc cross her patho%l

And she is equally strong verbally in an almost: unconscions
duplicity: , ' 'v; V;; ' ' " ;

Duplicity =■ the refuge of the 'weak and cowardly, but 
of the disarmed8 tool oodt seemed to her that the 
man sitting there before her was an unavoidable 
presence3 which had attended all her life0 He was 
the embodied evil of the world= She was not ashamed 
of her duplicityp With a woman 8 s frank couragec, 
as soon as she saw that opening she threw herself 
into it without reserve *.»= Already her aroused 
femininity9 understanding that whether Heyst loved 
her or not she loved him? and feeling that she had 
brought this on his heady>faced the danger with a 
passionate desire to defend her ox-melS

The victory is indeed hers; she accomplishes with her
"feeling that she had brought this on his header the
victory that Heystv for all his astute self-analysis 9.
cannot attain-""living and dying with no.hesitation^
ultimately with little doubt as to the validity^ the
rightness of her moral commitment0

Heyst failSc, and his failure is doubly tragic
.because it is not a moral failure; but rather the failure
of an intelligent man who has left something out of his
account of himselfo Ho doubt there are men in the world
who do embrace Heysf’s philosophy of detached indifference
and mistrust3 and embrace it successfully, but then pity
must be absent. from their characters also«, It is not
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absent from Heyst’si it is responsible directly for the 
only two occasions on which Hey’st the drifter becomes 
involved with another human being---once with Morrison^ 
again with Lena® Heyst does hot recognize the depths of 
commitment to which it is possible that this factor of 
pity can hold him accountable = ' It is 3 after all9 the 
only bridge between him and the rest of mankind; but it 
is a strongg and for Heyst a fatal bridgee. It is for his
lack of-recognition9 for the deficiency of his self-
■ . ' ■' ' 1' ■ "■■■ ' ' » : ; ' ■ ; ■ 
analysis that Heyst falls„

And he even fails Lena too9 in his "infernal mistrusto61
Migroz observes that Lena's death

is the denouement and the solution of suspense 
Poor Lena is talking to her bewildered lover Q'oo 
exulting in her victory9 which he does not yet 
understand^ when she is shot by Joneso»o While she 
was talking Heyst "turned his back on her 9 but a 
sudden drop9 an extraordinary faltering of her 
ton©) made him spin around= On her white neck her 
pale head dropped as in a cruel drought a withered 
flower drops on its stalky He caught his breath) 
looked at her closely? and seemed to read some 
awful intelligence in her eyeso At the moment when 
her eyelids fell as if*smitten from above by an 
invisible power? he snatched her bodily out of the 
Chairo0 oM The reader does not know she has been shot 
until Heyst makes the discovery for himself0 
Perhaps Heyst) like the reader9 thinks that sudden 
change from innocent pride in getting possession of 
Ricardo's knife is caused by the perception of his 

‘ cruelly mistaken belief that she has just been 
making love to Ricardoo13

And 9 of course5 he fails her again when% though she is on
her death-bed) he cannot bring himself to admit his love
to hero
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There are two facets of the girl Lena which have

bearing upon the novels and both of them5 Conrad tells
us 9 are reflected in her "not distinguished” faces "There 
was in it something indefinably audacious and infinitely 
miserable «- because the temperament and .the existence of 
that girl were reflected in i t 9w ■ As the novel progresses 9
however 9 Conrad himself seems to become more and more
interested.in his character9 and his later descriptions 
of Lena are very much more attractive than his initial 
one0 Neither of these, qualities? her audaciousness or her 
misery? are those of her personality? which? like her 
face? is not distinguished? though definitely finer 
than the personalities of her companions in the female 
;orchestrao The "audaciousness" of this gentle? subdued 
girl is an intrinsic part of her character; it is this 
very daring which Heyst sees in her face at their first 
meeting? which Lena successfully Calls upon to enable her 
to defend herself? in an intuitively clever way? against 
Bicardo so that she herself may in turn defend Heyst® The 
"infinitely miserable" quality in her face? a reflection 
of her existence? is what draws Heyst to her? as he was 
drawn to' the pathos of Morrisonrs predicamento

It is pity? only pity? that can break through the 
defenses of Oonrad*s men of detaehmento It is pity alone 
which attracts these men to other human beings*- So was 
Captain Anthony attracted to Flora| so is Heyst attracted
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to Lenao And it is plty^ interestingly enomghs that 
breaks through the last of Rita!s defenses® At first 
Lena merely “captures Heyst1s awakened faculty of

: ‘. .V ■ ; ■ 15 - ■ ■ . ■; . ..v ■■■ . ■.
observatlon0iS She is a girl with pretty hair and an 

v attractively shaped head among a pack of hyenas D But
what brings Heyst to act.s to rise from his chair , and cross 
the room and speak to her3 is the fact that he observes
Mrs o Zangiacomo cruelly pinching Lena to urge her off
■ ■ • . ■. - . : ■. . ‘ : ■ ■ the stage» The first words Heyst says to Lena ares
“Excuse meo.o-obut. that horrible female has done something
to youo She has pinched you, h a s n H  she? I am sure 

■ : 16 - . 
she pinched you just nowo = ow ' And Lena, who has never
known anything but hopeless cruelty or, worse, complete ,
and universal indifference, finally replies, completely . •
bewildered and instantly defensive, MIt wouldn't have
been the first time» And suppose she did - what are you
going to do about 11?“ To this, Heyst responds with
what Conrad describes as a faint, remote playfulness in his
tone, “Command me 0̂  This answer bewilders the girl /

: completely, and removes Heyst instantly from even the
remotest connection with the fiends who have constituted
her male acquaintances up to this timeo Command me 1 He
is different, he is kind, he is infinitely superior0

He is, in short, ■ truly Lenars destiny, as she .later: comes :
to think of MmfrWthe one man in- her life: who does not
hound and badger her, the one man in her life who is kind
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to her 9 who does not make her feel cornered and unclean5, 
as Schomberg does9 or completely victimized by the evil 
in men* Heyst wants nothing of her^-^not even the love 
she is so pathetically eager to- give o , - -

And so5 inspired by pitys Heyst violates the 
philosophy by which he has lived*— ^he actsi The girlls 
case is too pitiable for Heyst to ignore o. Lenars 
childhood was almost literally spent in the streets5 her 
mother had run away3 and her father was finally placed in
a home for incurables; she tells hims 81 And I am here.„
with no one to care if I make a hole in the water the next

■ ; ■■ 17 ■ • : -chance I get or note61 Heyst tells her that he thinks
she can do a little better than that3 if it is only a
question of getting out of the world6—— and this is the
first hint we have of what eventually crystallizes into
Heyst1 s plan to. take the girl with him to Samburan*

They have already begun to discuss openly this plan
between themselves when Heyst comments that he does not
even know her name® She has two? it turns outo 65They
call me Almao' I don't know why« Silly name! Magdalen 

l8
tooo15 There is 9 of course 3 much symbolism in her names o
Alma is Latin for fostero and a with the feminine termination 
instantly connotes the term alma mater* In alma is one key 
to the significance of her roles She is Heystfs foster 
mother1 hers is the bosom at which Heyst discovers the 
meaning of human commitments0 It is Alma who sacrifices
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herself to that part oT. her lover that Is her son» Alma 
is his salvation; Alma is his link with "humanity? so 
that he di@s? not on the top of a mountain looking down, 
but immolated in fife9 atoning for the un-human 
detachment that was"directly responsible for Alma1s 
deatho The fact that she is also called Magdalen is 
equally significant0 The reference to the penitent who 
washed the feet of Jesus and whom Jesus took pity on and 
blessed is plain® It is this Magdalme 'quality t W  tthe 
young girl? infinitely miserable? infinitely humble$ that 
draws Heyst to her and to his commitment to humanity 
through hero Her third and final name$ Lena9 is the one 
Heyst himself gives hery at her requests when they estab
lish themselves on Samburan® It is again the symbolic 
change of name to indicate a significant turn in the indivi
dual Ts life o Heyst chooses the name Lena "after several
experimental essays in combining detached letters and 

■ • 19loose syllables o11 It has been suggested that Lena is 
simply a shortened form of Magdalenaa a variant form of 
Magdalen. Howeverq it seems unlikely that Heyst 
should combine detached letters and loose syllables to 
arrive at a shortened form of an already existent name 9 
however unconsciouslyo It seems rather that Lena combines 
the last three letters of Magdalen and the final letter? 
the feminine termination, of Alma. It is quite easy to see 
Lena as a fusion of the two names ? one that could be



arrived at in more ways than the one we have presented9

but nevertheless a fusion^ for her importance to Heyst
on the island is not her E?MagdalenH quality alone 6
The forsaken penitent^ because she. has suffered much5

is qualified to become Beystf s foster-mother9 his refuge =,
It is Alma who sacrifices her life to save her lover<, It
is Magdalen who leads her lover, through the. sacrificial
fire to his own death®

Also of some significance is, Lena*s *5I don't know
why** after telling Heyst her names =, Lena seldom knows the
why of anything outside her own emotions| further9 she is
not interested in the why of anything outside her own
emotions 0 In this sense she is typical of Conrad!s women9 \
who preserve that special detachment in a man-made world
of whys and thereforeSo This lack of interest; in
logically motivated reasoning and conclusions is very much
a part of Conrad * s concept of the ewie weibliche o It is
easy to hazard9 on the strength of this lack of interest in
Ritas, Lena and Winnie j and; on the fact that it is not
■ absent from several of his minor women in the short stories 9
that this quality exists in all Conrad * s women a Indeed ?
Conrad says in Hostromos **A woman with a masculine mind is ‘
not a being of superior efficiency| she is simply a
phenomenon of imperfect differentiation “ interestingly 
. " ' ' • ' 20 ; • 
barren and without importance o11. " Lena effects her
influence without ever calling on the powers of reason



and logic to back her at a l i o  „ She does not? indeed? have
a profound mind s but she is a woman of profound experience
and a profound soul9 and these9 not her mind, are responsible
for the acute insight which she often displays in her
eonversatibris with Heysto Her talk very often surprises
Heyst in that it is. coming, after all, from a twenty
year.old girl who does not even know where she is on the :
globeo Conrad comments a great deal in the novel on the
unusual quality of Lena's voice, and its effect upon
Heysto :H@r voice is LenaTs most attractive physical
quailty^— "it seduced Heyst by its amazing quality®-^^and
as Rita's tawny hair often has a most poignant, direct
effect on George, so does Lenars voice imbue even her
most banal remarks with an affective mystery quite apart
from the meaning of the words she is sayings "The rare
’timbre.of her voice gave a special value to what she
utteredo The indefinable emotion which certain lntona~
tions gave him, he was aware, was more physical than
morale Every time she spoke to him she seemed to abandon
to him something of herself *-■ something excessively subtle
and inexpressible, to which he was infinitely sensible,
which he would have missed horribly if.she were to go 

. 21 ■

awayo" One of Lena1s profound realizations is that of 
•her absolute dependence on Heysto Indeed she carries this 
dependence to the extreme of thinking herself real only 
as long as her lover thinks of her 0 "Do you know,® she



says to Heyst 9. "it. seems. to me<, .somehow, that if you
were to stop thinking of me I shouldn't be in the world

' 22
at all loo o I can only be what you think I am o81

The girl herself is not terribly complex; it is Heyst
who is complexo The complexity is in the relationship =
It is Heyst who contributes until their end to the
"physical and moral sense of the imperfection of their
relationso11 It is not Lena1 s love that is incomplete
or in the least inhibited| it is not Lena who is afraid
to act; it is not Lena who withholds part of herself
from her lover; it is not Lena who hesitates in the least
in dealing with Ricardo» Hor is it Lena who is deficient
in understandingo Somehow she- knows, not through precise
analysis, but she knows that, regarding Heystrs dilemma
with Jones and Ricardo, it is she somehow who has "brought
it on his heado" And she is passionately determined "to
defend her own," since she also recognizes that her own
is incapable of defending himself e But as she says she
would not judge him, neither would she change him<= He
is her destiny, and there is a wealth of understanding and
sympathy in the words which the'dying Lena utters as she.
gives Heyst the knife which she has finally managed to get
from Ricardog "For yoUo«o Kill n o b o d y S h e  would not
have him do what he cannot«, "I could lie and perhaps
cringe for your sake," Heyst Says to her once, and she

V , . 2)
replies instantly, "No! Ho! Don't you ever do thatow
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Like Ritas Lena has one great fear in her life 9 only

ones she is desperately afraid that HeystTs love is not
sufficient9 that he will perhaps tire of her and even
leave hero : She will- then lose her existence completely9

morally and spiritually9 for she lives only in his
awareness of her, W e n  Ricardo ? in his typical boorish
and vulgar way$ insinuates that Lena can well guess how26
"he [Heyst] is likely to treat a woman after a bit 918 he 
does not know that this time he has succeeded in striking 
terror into Lena's breast» But for her concern about 
Heyst's love and for Heyst8s safety, Lena is fearlessy 
and? as Heyst read in her face at the start g audacious# .a z 

It is Heyst who fails? Heyst the intellectual who 
has become so effete in his detachment that he absolutely 
does not know what to do when threatenedo Philosophy 
will not help him here| had he never acted at all he might 
perhaps have been allowed to die on the top of his moun- 
tainy but it is too late0 loo late for everything= He 
has taken a woman and he is incapable of protecting her--—  

of himselfo He has acted and he is incapable of following 
up his initial action0 Heyst? were he not so pitiable9 

were he not portrayed with so much sympathy (for he is an
example of "a sort of aristocratic-withdrawal or aloofness

... . ' ■ 2?
which beset Conrad the mano o o". ) % were it not for. these
things9 Heyst would be downright contemptible«, There is 
a part of Heyst in every intellectual sitting comfortably
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in his ivory tower beneath the benign portrait of a 
Victorianj while around him and his tower rage the 
frenzied>• insane dances of the demagogues^ the 
MeGarthys 9 the morally.. .indifferent;:physicists o f

But victory belongs to bena? for she has seen what 
must be done and she has done ito Hers is not the kind 
of reasoning that consciously questions the philosophic 
whys and wherefores $ but hers is the action that springs 
from the realizationj perhaps never put into thought? 
of 11 this is what myself tells myself that I must do<,w 
Heyst3 as an infinitely more complex being9 dies? atoning 
in fire for his failure = It is Lena who dies in victorye

, II 'y ' :

Lena is another of Conradrs women alone against the 
world? and Lena's world makes an especially brutal attempt 
on her helplessnesss or perhaps she is especially 
defenceless© At any rates evil in two different forms 
attempts her twice— once when she is weak and alone 9 V 
in the form of Schomberg9 and again in the form of 
Bieardo when she must defend herselfs not merely for her 
own sake this time9 but for her lover ' s as well? and. this 
fact makes her strong® Without Heyst she acted intuitively 
to preserve her own moral integrity for her.own sake| with 
him she must preserve it for his sake too? and this fact 
enables her to face Ricardo without cowering and tremblingt
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as she did when she was accountable only to herself? 
like the bear who will cower when attacked alone 9 but 
who will attack first when her cubs are threatened® This 
now is Alma® In the difference between evil as embodied 
in Schomberg and that as embodied in Ricardo8 Conrad 
draws a distinction between slimy $ self-‘deluding 9 
cowardly evil and a kind of opens unhypocriticalj, crafty? 
agressive dishonesty® Lena feels this instantly; she 
does not feel 16unclean11 in Ricardo's presence because 
basically he is not nearly so corrupting as Schomberg» 
Conrad's hierarchy of evil in Victory is interesting* -Jones5 
Ricardo and Pedro form a trio of evil in that order9 and 
each finds his adversary on his own level of complexitys 
it is Jones who is the greatest threat to Heyst9 Ricardo 
who attacks Lena? and Pedro who most frightens Wang = At 
the top of the scale is Jones9 who is pure evil® Jones is 
not really a person in the novel9 but rather the incarna
tion of all the evil in the world— “degenerate9 effeminate$ 
effete? Satanic 9 self-centered and completely outside both 
the conventional and .Conradian moral law® lext in the 
hierarchy comes Ricardo— sincerely committed to two 
thingss the spiritual advantages of serving a gentleman? and 
a savage hatred of the 18tame ones/ 8 the wage-slaves® Wot . 
for him! His is the truly savage soul that cannot possibly 
embrace the tameness of societys and about this he is 
honesto Finally there is Pedro3 who represents brute
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strength with no intelligence and therefore should nots 
perhap'Sg be classified with the others« 4nd then outside 
this trio there is evil as represented in Schomberg3 who? 
in his outrageous calumniesg expresses:the frustrations : 
of an insensitive s deceitful $ sneafcy? blustering^ ' .
cowardly % psychopathic ̂ me.an soul o : ■
•. lena9. unlike Rita and Winnie 9 but like Florae seeks- 

love as a personal refuge $ a personal haven of strengths 
In years she Is younger than Bita? but emotionally? since 
she has suffered more she is far more mature0 Bita at 
first runs from love| Lena runs to it» Both have qualities 
of the maternal that enable them to sacrifice themselves 5, 
each in her own way« to another» Bita is the more 
fascinating | Lena 9 more the little mother = Perhaps it 
is unfair to Bita to say that she is the less maternalt, . 
for we lose her just as this: quality is awakened In herB 
Se have a more panoramic view of Lenats life than Of 
SitafSo Rita is self-assured and strong in that '
assurance| Lena is defenceless and almost cornered o' If 
Bita; has the sparkle of a diamond 2 then Lena has the lustre 
of a pearlo .. -ii:;; : . / -■ : ;

fhese are some of the differences? but both Bita and 
Lend operate, on the same principles 9 although they; are 
naturally different by temperament o >. Each operates " 
according to her own convictions Of duty? convictions 
springing a-rationally from the dictates of her



emotional commitment „ Ifeither^ fits into the conventional 
social pattern,g and both women withdraw from this pattern 
almost intuitively9 although such a withdrawal is harder 
for Lena^ for the pattern is not made for women like 
theme ■ . , : \ . - - . ' ,

Ihere is in Lena a greater conscious awareness of 
sin than in either Eita or- Winnieo Lena cannot9 for 
all the extenuating circumstances9 quite rationalize 
herself out of the sense of guilt she feels for living 
with Heyst in what her five years at Sunday school have 
described as sin0 This sense of guilt moves her to 
consider the advent of the trio of evil9 finding her and 
Heyst out in their retreat^ as sort of punishmentE$s 
11 It was the way they lived together - that wasn't right5 

was it? It was a guilty, life0 . For she had not been 
forced into it.9-v driven8 scared into it® Ho 9 no >  she 
had-come to him of her own free will3 with her whole soul
• ' ' \ 2 8  ' ■■ - . '■
yearning unlawfully®" Jones9 Ricardo and Pedro are to
Magdalen ’’messengers of morality9 avengers of righteousness =

' . 29 . 'agents of Providence> 81 ' In this capacity they are her
retribution9 and Conrad describes Magdalen in the classic
pose of the penitents as Heyst discovers her Just before
she is to-hide in ;th@ forest9 ^all black; down On her
knees 9 with her head and arms flung on the foot of the

■■ : ; : ■ ' " ■ ::v . ; : : 3 0bed - all black in. the desolation of a mourning sinner A-’
It is Heyst who follows Magdalen, in death and in



sacrificej and finally in the sense of sin0 Before her 
death Heyst swears to her that as Heaven is his witness 
he has no feelings of guilt„ But after her dea.th3 Heyst 
•too-, dies*-— for what % if not to go with her? In what % 
if not in immolation? Heystts death is the final loss 
for Alma and the final victory for Magdalen^ ?9It was the
man who had broken the silence 9 but it was the woman who

' V. / : \ 31 ' , V . ; > ■:led the way*"
There is again a kind of initiation of the man and. 

the womang tragic in Victory because it is succeeded 
instantly by death0 Heyst is initiated into the non-Stoie 
approach— in time to realize his helplessness and how he v 
has been tricked by what Conrad calls the power of blind 
destinyp And Lena is initiated into a passion which 
has its roots in the maternal impulse, and is then killed 
by a bullet which Jones did hot mean for her, but which 
her destiny insisted on directing, for Heyst must die 
and she has no reality but in his thoughts=

Finally, of the three women under discussion, it is 
AXma'-Magdalen who is most successful in what she sets out 
to do, but, of course, of the three she alone determines 
to sacrifice her life to save her loverp- And, in her 
isolated environment, there are few obstacles to hinder 
her, and there is a greater freedom given, therefore, to ■ 
what is most natural in her own free will1s playo Chance
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CHAPTER IF
■ ' Admirers of Conrad often observe that The Secret 
Agent is unlike anything else that Conrad has ever done<> 
For one thing the critics who, like.Symons, have 
commented that "Conrad*8 novels have n o p l o t 0 »0[but] are 
a series of studies in temperaments, deducted from slight 
incidentso o 0,f will find in The Secret Agent a notable 
exception to that generalization0 The Secret Agent 
does have a'plot, and although the artist, was always far 
more interested in the development of his themes than in 
the details of his plots, he displays in The Secret Agent 
an excellent treatment of suspense in plot» The fact that 
The Secret Agent was the only one of Conrad’s novels ever . 
to reach the stage (1 9 2 2 ), although, as might be expected, 
it was not a success, is proof of the craft which the 
author exercised in the mere drama of the novel« Another 
factor which distinguishes this novel from Conrad’s 
others is the irony rampant in it*. Although irony is 
never completely absent from any one of Conradfs novels. 
The Secret Agent, because plot-wise it deals with a 
political theme, has the full brunt of Conrad’s irony 
loosed upon it* Since we know that Conrad was a political 
conservative and had little tolerance for revolutionaries, 
it is to be expected that he would not display much



sympathy for the anarchists as ;such$ hpwever much natural 
compassion he had and display for them as human beings»
It is significant here that Conrad's father was a revolution
ary 5 and3 as Ford points out ? Conrad never quite got 
over what he felt to he this disgusting proof of his 
father * s weakness of temperament = Says M<§groz? MCon=- 
sciously as well as temperamentally3 in the roots of his 
being % Conrad was a believer in loyalty to traditional
institutions 9 patriotism3 artd national liberty„„= He

.... ' . 2 detested equally Russia and revolutionaries«H And so
this theme of The Secret Agent was one which we can
believe meant a little more to Conrad than merely the
expression of a political philosophy— «or rather the
expressed disapproval of one0 Conrad was3 as his critics
have pointed.out9 a negative political thinker3 much
stronger in his disapproval of certain philosophies than
in constructive criticismo Irving Howe has called the
political theme of The Secret Agent "a brilliant insight9s8

which he explains as the development of the fact wthat the
most deviant political figures are driven to destruction
by their desire3 shared with the vast sluggish mass of men9

for normality and domestic convenience3 that the very
motives which lead one man to a suburb can entangle
another in a conspiracy3 that the extremists, of politics
can be as mediocre in their personal standards as those
who find safety in the cant.of political moderation0o »w
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' Mdgrozj too'j in. his consideration of the political theme 
of The Secret Agent s observes that 68 0 o «,in their own way 
the most ardent of revolutionaries are perhaps doing no 
more but seeking for peace in common with the rest of 
mankind - t h e  peace of soothed vanity3 of satisfied 
a p p e t i t e o r  perhaps of appeased conscience 0 f! .

This theme is treated most ironically0 The irony in / 
his treatment of the second theme is tempered with Conrad £s 
natural compassion for the weaknesses of men— -even when 
the men are downright evil, like Ortega in The Arrow of 
Gold„ and Ricardo and Schomberg in Victoryo The secondary 
theme deals with Conrad * s wsense of evil in the human 
heart,w and of this Conrad once said to Hugh Walpole 68that 
he fancied that Verloc, and Mr= Jones of Victory were signs
of what he might have done in letters had the sea not swept

. ^  ’ ■ ' over him.ow .
As to the intent of the novel— "that is a far different 

thingo Conrad was much disturbed with the seriousness with 
which the critics were considering his treatment of anarchy«. 
Over and over he protested that such an emphasis was not 
his intento To Ambrose J° Barker, Conrad wrote: ®My novel 
[was] in intention, the history of Winnie Verloc <> I hope 
you have seen that the purpose of. the book was not to 
attack any doctrine, or even the men holding that doctrine.* 
My object, apart from the aim of telling a story, was to 
hold up the worthlessness of certain individuals and the
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baseness of some others 0n It is unfortunate for the
1 . , '■ . ■ ' : : ■■ ' ,
authorfs Intention that in the novel he has drawn his
characters so well that it is impossible to consider them 
merely as individuals divorced from theirr respective ... 
pursuits and philosophieso They are anarchists? and no: 
one who has read the novel can possibly entertain the 
idea that -Conrad is merely indifferent to the- political ; 
philosophy of his characters«’ Conradrs use of the quali~ 
fying adjective certain before individuals tells us that 
he does not mean to present these men as random represen
tatives of worthlessness and baseness» These men are 
warped 5 and it is their anarchy which is either a symptom 
or a cause of thiss but their anarchy is most certainly 
part of them» Symons comments about The Secret Agent in 
particular that Conrad has dragged forth wsome horribly :
stunted or horribly overgrown soul from its obscure

: - 7covering5 setting it to dance naked before our eyeso5"
To Sir Algernon Methuen? Conrad emphatically

described The Secret. Agent as Mpurely a work of imaginationjtt
adding? l9It has ho social or philosophical intention»„ „it 

' ' ■ ' - 8 : 
may even have some moral significanceoM In the same
letter he decried the fact that Mthe.people who are
serializing The Secret Agent in the U 0S.e 0 <. odescribed it .
(on posters) as 'A Tale of Diplomatic Intrigue and Anarchist
Treachery, *11 However ? Conrad used these very words himself
some two months later in a letter to.I, B, Pinker: “I think
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I !ve got the theme for a» = 0noTel Mith historical interest?

9intrigue 5 and adventure= = = w And several months later 
Conrad wrote to Pinker againy saying, ^There -is an element 
of popularity.in itoob: 1 , = = think-that it shows traces of
capacity for that sort of treatment which may make a novel

10. . . ; ; ' , ; 
popular,^ 1 " -

It is evident then that Conrad was not unaware of
the significance of these elements in the novel, but as

. usual he. was disturbed by the fact that such superficial
elements were eclipsing the deeper themes of human baseness,
fidelity, and compassion, which were his principal concerns
and which he hoped would strike the public,,

To lo Bs CunninghsmeJGraham5 Conrad wrote about The •
Secret Agents wVous comnrehez M e n  that the story was
written completely without malice„ It had some importance
for me as a new departure in genre and as a sustained

' > 1effort in ironical treatment of a melodramatic subject,, „
And to John Galsworthy he explained again:

After all, you must not take it too seriously,»= I 
had no idea to consider Anarchism politically or to 
treat it seriously in its philosophical aspect,
[but] as a manifestation of human nature in its 
discontent and imbecility,=, As to attacking .
Anarchism as a form of humanitarian enthusiasm or 
intellectual despair or social atheism? that - if 
it were worth doing - would be the work for a more 
vigorous hand and for a mind more'robust, and 
perhaps more honest than mine ,1 2

Thus we can conclude that Conrad is not seriously
treating political or social anarchy as a philosophy, for,
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as he admitsj he is not a political thinker or a social 
analyzer0' In his treatment of the anarchists he is laying 
more stress on anarchy as one of a .myriad manifestations 
^of:hnman nature in its discontent^ than as a singular 
force of corruptiono Anarchy in Conrad1s characters is 
merely a symptom of a deficiency in character? not a ruling 
passion0 In other words 8 as Howe points out; the anarchists 
• in The Secret Agent have the same mundane impulses as 
the rest of humanity^s sluggards 3 buts for certain reasons 3 
■ sincere but unadmirable 3 such impulses drive these men to 
anarchy while others (for equally sincere and unadmirable 
reasons) buy their papers every night at six pom.'at 
the corner drug store on Main Streete

The plot qua plot was suggested to Conrad by Ford
3-3Maddox Fordo The attempt to blow up the Greenwich 

Observatory was a well-known fact 9 and Conrad received 
from Ford two additional pieces of informations $$One that 
the perpetrator was a half-witted youth, the other that 
his sister committed suicide some time afterwardon 
When questioned about the subject matter of The Secret 
Agent (the play this time), Conrad wrote to John 
Galsworthy some fifteen years after telling him in 1906 
that, after all, he must not take it too seriously: “What 
the subject of The Secret Agent is. X am not ready to 
state in a few words, not because I myself don't know it 3 
but because it is of the sort that does not lend itself to



exact definitiono„« .It is all a ,matter of feeling®*e 
ihe only answen I can make is*: 'feeling®

About this stage version of The'Secret Agent Conrad
expressed mnch trepidation«: for he realized that -this
matter of feeling would not adapt well to the stage?
and that without it The Secret /Agentwas merely a mystery
story® In the same lett Salsworthy from which the ' :
ahove remarks are •taken Cdhrad says j 51 The mere thought
of what a perfectly well-meaning actor may make in the
way of conventionalized villain of my Professor? which9

I, assure you, is quite a serious attempt to- illustrate a
mental and emotional state which had its weight in the '

16
affairs of this world, gives me a little shudder*"'.

If we take as our jumping-off point ConradTs remark 
to Ambrose Barker, that his novel was, in intention, the : 
history of Minnie Verloc, we owe it to the reader not to - 
ignore a statement which Conrad made in a letter to 
Galsworthy two years , earlier in 1921, in which Conrad said,: 
"All I can say is that the subject is not the murder of 
Mr® Verloc by his wife and'what subsequently happens to 
her *" At first glance these statements may seem

- contradictory, but two considerations mean much in establish 
ing that they;are consistents first,:there is an obvious 
difference in meaning betweeh: history and subject, and '/
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second ? the remark to Galsworthy was made a. year "before 
the play was produced® Detectable in Conradf s lines to 
Galsworthy is the tone of a man very tired of explaining 
the Same thing over"and overo

: Conrad tells us that the hovel concerns the history 
of Winnie Verlocg and not merely crime and retribution® 
"Even those people who say that Conrad cannot draw a 
womans 18 says Eichard Curie.3: "make an exception of Winnie 
Verloco Less idealized than Mrs ® Gould or Doha Bita0 ® e % 
who represented to him? each in her way 3 something of the
woman of all time* Winnie Verloe is nevertheless just as

" . . 1 8  moving in her more concrete presentation=*
The single motivating force in Winnie’s life is her 

complete maternal devotion to her feeble-minded brother 
Stevieo. It is this devotion which orients almost every
thing she does and thinks® The life of the docile? 
adoring* dependent Stevie is managed completely by the 
maternal love of two women^-his mother and his sister, 
each of whom makes a heart-rending sacrifice of her 
happiness in the boy’s interests0 Winniers mother 
swallows the humiliation of applying for charity when 
she is not actually in need of it* and.voluntarily 
undertakes to spend the rest of her days in Spartan 
loneliness in a charity cottage so that Stevie’s moral 
claim on the patience and generosity of Mr® Verloe.may 
be strengthened by Stevie’s complete dependence on Winnie’s
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husband3. for poor Stevie has nothing in the world to call 
his own except'his mother8 s heroism and unscrupulousnesso 
The one concern of Winniefs mother is that Steviels 
dependence on Mro Verloc must never be jeopardizedo

Winnie sacrifices her young but poor lover to marry 
Verloc, who is good-natured and free-handed, and has no 
objections to taking Winnie's mother and brother along 
with his brideo For seven years Winnie remains a loyal 
and devoted wife to Verloc in exchange for his support of 

. Stevie*
Winnie is able to carry off these seven years 

successfully so that no.one but herself, not even her 
mother, knows of the immensity of her sacrifice, because 
she is by nature the most phlegmatic, the most detached, 
the most disinterested and passive of womene She is,
Conrad says over and over, unfathomable, and it is the 
"provocation of her unfathomable reserve" that is her most 
attractive characteristic0 lone who meets remains unim
pressed by it*

Mr= Verloc paid court to Winnie while he was a lodger 
of mysterious habits in her mother its boarding house@ Fat, 
slow-moving, good-natured Mr 0 Verloc warned Winnie that she 
would have to help tend his shop and be very nice to his 
political friendso We first meet Mro and Mrs® Verloc, 
Winnie’s mother, and Stevie living, -thanks to the low 
gearing, of the natures involved, in perfect domestic
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harmonyg, behind a semi-disreputable shop whose dusty display 
window carries a soi’ry assortment of photographs of more 
or less undressed women5, French comic books3 closed yellow 
paper envelopes 3 .and a few books with titles hinting at '
improprietyo The shop is obviously a sham?, a cover-up 
for Mr = Verloc s serious pursuits—— political intrigue for 
•a foreign embassy?.

With her brother provided for 5, Winnie is content 
with her life* Conrad describes her as a young woman 
with a full bust5 in a tight bodices and with broad hips® 
Traces of her French descent are apparent in the extremely 
ne&t and; artistic arrangement of her glossy dark hair®
She has other charms too.s her youth3 her full3 rounded : -
form9 her clear complexion5, the provocation of her 
unfathomable reserveo "Steady-eyed like her husband5 she 
preserved an air of unfathomable indifference behind the

• ' 19rampart of the counter o'*
We find in Winnie Terloc a character almost wholly 

built around one of Conradrs favorite themess the quality 
of worldly detachment 0 The Conradian device of complete 
isolation from all land entanglements5 used to emphasize 
Worldly detachmentj is stressed in Winnie, as it is in 
Rita and Lenao Winnie maintains her isolation, not on a 
ship or on an Island, but behind Mr= Verloe1s vague 
shop in a house completely apart from all social connec- . 
tions3•a house which is never visited by anyone save the
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anareMstSe, who are themselves9 in a senseg social
outcastsg and a poor9 ailing charwomane• This house
contains all/the elements of Winnie total existence'-'— -
Stevie, her mother g and her husbahd * , Beycna her
commitments and her duties to these three people^ Winnie
is affected hy no one and nothing else0 ‘ Brett Street9

on which the house is located,, is itself described as
Isolated« Conrad does not always place his characters in
Africa or Samburan or on the high seas to remove them :
completely from society® Brett Street is just as isolated
from all social entanglements for Winnie as Bitats salons
are for her? as Samhuran is for Benai Brett Streets
indeedg; exudes an aura of being completely outside society8
of being— ^nowhere: ^Beyond all was black3 and the few
people passing in that direction vanished at one strides» 0

Ho footsteps echoed* They would never be heard of again®61

This divorce from social entanglement is exactly what the
Assistant Commissioner feels when he first enters the
streets ‘’He felt light-hearted $ as though he had been
ambushed all alone in a jungle many of thousands of miles

: . i;"'''/ y  ■■ '̂V: i w ; :■ 21
away from departmental desks and official inkstands at! In 
the middle of this nowhere is Winnie’s somewheref the 
little crack of light from■gas jets coming from the door of 
the shop2 left discreetly ajarj throwing the blackness of 
the street back upon, itselfg that blurry little beam of 
light is Winnie rs entire cosmos * ' '
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This physical isolation is part of her detachment? 
a detachment similar in a sense to Eeyst's in that it 
is her protection? her safeguard, hut not so universal 
as HeystIs because Winnie is a woman, closer to the 
elemental and by nature the servant of a maternal passion*, 
Heyst$s is a singularly male detachment which- can look, 
as from the top of a mountain, on all human endeavor, all 
elements of life with equal impassiveness and indifference, 
for a man can, in all possibility, gaze unknowingly into 
the face of his son and turn away unmoved= But Winnie 
detachment is singularly female, unavoidably tempered with 
her own unconscious devotion to her role in the natural 
scheme of thingso Her maternal passion is doubly signifi
cant in that she, like Alma and Rita, is not actually a 
mothero Perhaps the most important reason for the 
presence of Winnie1s mother in the novel (and in the play 
as well) is to make Winnie rs maternal devotion the more 
effective and significant, a thing detached from external 
circumstances, a thing of spontaneous inner origin, for 
the boy has a perfectly adequate, indeed heroically 
self-sacrificing., natural: mother* Gonradts own 
explanation, incidentally, of the limited existence, of 
Winnie®s mother in the play, was that she was one example 
among many of what he described as the most general

2 2  ' ' : ' : ; ■ - ' ■; ■
subject of the play---feeling0

Winnie1s non-communicativeness is.another element of
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her detachment„ ' Like Alma's her silence enables her to
maintain her detachment even in the few relationships she
has. More, perhaps, depends on Winnie's silence than on
Lena's, for it is through Winnie's:silence that she is able
to fulfill docilely her husband's demands= And. it i s '
because of this docility that she remains so imperturbable <>
Winnie has made a bargain which involves her dutifully
performing'her wifely duties for a man she does not love,.
She can fulfill her bargain only in silence« Like Heyst,
Winnie has a thoroughly Stoic outlook; perhaps she is' even
more Stoic than Heyst, for Winnie must contend daily with
a thousand prosaic challenges to that philosophy, challenges
which she has met imperturbably and has subdued in silence
for so long that they are perhaps no longer even challenges <>

Winnie is extreme in her supreme indifference« As
Conrad emphasizes many times in the novel, Winnie's entire
life is oriented by her conviction that "life does not
bear much looking intOo" Winnie is perfectly content to
accept all things at their face value; indeed, she is
incapable of doing otherwiseo Only twice in the novel--
once when she learns with a shock of her motherls
decision to go to a charity cottage, and again when she
learns of Stevie's death1-— -does Winnie "depart from that
distant and uninquiring acceptance of facts which was her

;23
force and her safeguard in lifeo" Her mother's decision 
is only a momentary shock to Winnie; then, because
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Winniets philosophy consists of f$not- taking notice of the: 
inside of facts/ 1 .she assumes that her mother is doing ' 
what suits her best. But Stevie’s death is to her seven 
years of self-sacrifice more traumatic than a still-born 
child is to the mother who has gone through nine months 
of disfiguration and hope. Every instinct in Winnie is 
‘outraged and warped9 cries out in madness and despairs 
when she learns not only of her baby brother’s death, but 
the details of its horrible, gruesome circumstances. This 
time her refuge of an uninquiring acceptance of facts 
fails her completely, for what woman, no matter how 
phlegmatic, could be expected to accept uncritically the 
murder of her child?

At this point Winnie’s character changes completely.
The woman who was convinced that life did not bear.much 
looking into, whose entire strength and haven derived 
directly from her emotional detachment, from her deter
mination never to scratch below the surface of any given 
fact-— -this woman now has no safeguard, no retreat any 
more, Stevie, her entire raison d-’ltre, has been murdered, 
Her trusting, docile, adoring little boy, whose feeble
mindedness consisted of the fact that he was psychopathieally 
unable to accept the existence of cruelty in the world, 
who cried and stuttered and trembled when he saw a horse 
being whipped and who sobbed even more when the driver 
explained that the welfare of his family depended on the
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horsd1s going faster| gentles little Stevie? who could not
examine the tragedy of both the horse and the driver
being right" and "good8 and yet accept cruelty as a
component of that situation; Steviec, who gave, his-
coppers to the charwoman and who asked nothing of life but
to be allowed somehow5, in some way 5, to do something,
anything; to alleviate the sufferings, of men and beasts*---
her tender little boy had been blown into such fragmentary
remains that the pieces literally had to be shovelled u p =
And the perpetrator of this unbelievable outrage was no
less than her own husband, who had taken advantage of
Stevie's docile admiration of him (for Stevie knew that
Mr<, Verloc was "good") and of Stevie's pitifully simple
humanitarian impulse; and had taxed the lad to save mankind
by blowing up the Greenwich Observatory. Hr. Verloc is
not a monster| tortured and pressed to do something
violent and arbitrary by his employer; a Mr, Jones-like
character, "a Hyperborean swineg a- what:; you;mfgiitb calll

25
a- a gentleman;" to.set the English authorities agog 
(all of this completely senseless); Mr. Verloc9 solely to 
preserve his lazy way of life; conceived the Observatory 
plot. But to Winnie; of course; her husband's motives 
mean nothing, Stevie has been murdered by the very man 
to whom she sacrificed herself for seven years that Stevie 
might be safe.

It is at this point in the novel that Winnie's



*actions begin to relate to and to bear out the anarchistic 
maxim of the misanthropic Professor % who asks repeatedly 
for madness and despair as a lever with which to move 
the wdrldo -Winnie has no recourse but to madness, and 
despair^ for the refuge of the thinking mans acceptance . 
or resignation based on logic and on rationalization; is 
of course hot open to hero Conrad evidences this complete . 
change in Winnie*s character in some remarks addressed 
to the actress who was playing Winnie’s part in the Stage 
version of the novels ,TBeg her from me to keep all 
emotional inflections out of her voice altogether; when 
addressing either her mother or Vefloc, She is a woman who 
has schooled; herself into the part of Verloc8 s : wife: for 
the sake of Stevi@o Her emotion only breaks out after She 
has been driven to despair and murders when she may 
put as much emotional force into her acting as she cani
;of f:.: ■ ■ :'v . -  - ; 26 - f xr"-f -: - -
which will be then the more effective 0i?

, After Stevie8 s death Winnie is a living exampie of 
the application of the Professor’s maxima Madness and . 
despair move her to act| her action is murder» Her 
marriage means nothing any more; since the reason for her 
commitment to Verloc no longer- exists; and as Chief Inspector 
Heat; the source of .the awful intelligence^ leaves the 
shop; 11 the gold circlet of the wedding ring on Mrs, : :
Verloc8s left-hand glittered exceedingly with the -

r  1 f r: : 1 2? .

untarnished glory of a piece*»odropped in a. dust-»bin0-M v
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Out of the depths of her horror ajid. grief ? Winnie 
suddenly realizes that for the first time in her life 
she is a free woman3 for there is nothing in the world to 
hind her to Verloc now® She does not know-what to do with 
her new freedom® She wants’ to scream and shout for helpo 
She thinks for a moment of going to her mother9 but the 
tie between the two women no longer exists o. Stevie was - 
the tie; he was the common ground on which their 
instincts and passions met 9 and he is gone® As a matter of 
fact? everything that represented Winnie's life is gone0 

While the thoughts of Winnie Verloc% free woman? dart 
thus 9 her husband? who in his complete and boorish lack 
of understanding has suggested that what she needs is a 
good cry§ that she 1 s .lucky, after all3 that it was not he 
who was blown up§ that they must make plans regarding 
what she will do while he is serving his sentence § that after 
all this is as much her fault as his 3 for it was she who 
sewed Stevie Vs address into the collar of his coat? a 
clue that led the police directly to their door| but that 
he does not blame her 9 for she couldn't have known* In 
short9 it is horribly clear to Winnie that her husband,
does not regard the death of the half-witted 3 irresponsible

. . .  ■ ’ ■ - 28 
lad? who "was only fit for the a s y l u m a s  anything but

• "unfortunateo It is horribly clear to Winnie that her 
husband had little true affection for the boy whom she 
herself had taught to adore and obey him, and that her



husband regards his own apprehension as the real
tragedy* She thinks of her rejected, suitor* She
pursues ^the visions of seven years security for Stevie
.loyally paid for on her part; of security growing into 
' ■ : 29

confidence * <>-#n  ̂She t M h k f g ?without looking at her
husbands nThis man took the boy away to murder him* He 
took the boy away .from his home to murder him* He took 
the boy away from me to murder him0s‘ Her whole being is
racked by that inconclusive and maddening thought» ..
Because she is not by nature a submissive creature% her loss 
has the bitterness of defeat5, the anguish of a baffled 
passion* It was not death that had taken Stevie away from 
her* It was ivlr» Verloc^ and she .had let him do it without 
raising a hand *

The thoughts that are running through Mr.* Verlocts 
mind meanwhile are quite different; the poor man literally 
has no idea of what his wife's feelings are* Finally3 

after what he considers a sufficiently generous toleration 
of his wife's stunned9 overloaded silence9 he calls to her . 
in that husky tone of brutality which is intimately known 
to Mrs* Verloc as the note of wooing* Winnie* the free 

-woman; picks up the carving knife on the way to the sofa 
and plunges it unerringly into her husband's breast*

Then she is calm, "enjoying her complete irresponsi
bility and endless leisure*o* She did not move* she did .

■ - 31 : ■ < - - - 7 : ■
not think*61 - But this, respite5, this relief; is only



momentary= Winnie? the imperturbable, detached woman, is 
now hopelessly embroiled in all the ‘thoughts:of punishment 
and Impulses pf self-preservation that attend murder. ;V 
Winnie perhaps has been t h W ’ 'tohthdse-.passions' that:: are : 
deepest in her ;own soul, ..but she has become' a- sinner in 
• the eyes of society., and, since the eyes of society are 
; Winnie's eyes too, she knows onlytoo well the extent of . 
her transgression. She knows instantly that she is how a 
social fugitive," and in her terror to escape what appears 
to her very vividly as the hangman's noose, she becomes a 
moral fugitive as well. It is not that deep within her 
she regrets murdering her husband; it is only that she is 
not accustomed to analyzing given facts, and she does hot d 

- question at all the social judgement that she has sinned, - 
After murdering her husband, #lrs. Verloc, who always " 
refrained frbm ipoking deep into things, was compelled to . 
look into the- very bottom of this thing0«, She saw there
:: w. y .32 : . . t •
an object0 That object was the gallows»66 She is not 
sorry but afraid^;

. From .there on her moral degeneration is complete. 
Walking alone in the city she chances to meet the lecherous 
Ossipon, and., in exchange for escorting her out of the 

:,country away from the gallows, Winnie Verloc, seven years 
a:.faithful wife ,; Confesses her . crime' to him, adding : 
hysterically that she loves him and will live all her days 
for him. "Then in the -depths of the loneliness made round



her hy ail insignificant thread, of .blood trickling off the 
handle of a knifej, she found a dreadful inspiration to her ‘™ 
who had been the respectable girl of the Belgravian 
mansiong the loyal9 respectable wife of Mro Verloc» 51
won rt ; ask you to marry mey'1 she breathed out in shamefaced 
accents*" \ .

Winnie,s - newly gained freedom is ironically paradoxi
cal = % d  this freedom occurred to the imperturbable9 

detached Winnie of old 9 she might have been able to 
contend with it 9 to keep putting one foot in front of the 
other in her usual steady manner 9 perhaps to begin a new 
phase of her life. But this is impossible9 because 
Stevie was not merely a phase or a part of Winnie's life| 
he was her entire life. And so madness and despair 
replace her past imperturbability5 madness and despair 
catapult her out of Brett Street into the other streets 
of London3 streets teeming with all the complexities and 
entanglements that Winnie has heretofore avoided5 has 
made a point of never examining very closely. She is 9 

of courses completely lost and helpless; rudely evicted 
from her sanctuary of detachment 9 she is defenseless in 
exactly the same way in which Heyst was defenceless,
The worldj society5 catches up with both Winnie and 
Heyst? and neither of them has any idea of how to act?. 
of how to defend himself. In Victory woman is the 
salvation of man, ' In The Secret Agent man is the destroyer



of woman5 for Winnie?' in her^hysterical desperation5 flings
her salvation upon Ossipon3 the only familiar face in a
terrifying jungle of imfamiliarity9.and Ossipon cruelly
betrays: it<> JEe- steals her" money- and deserts 'her» Both .
Heyst and Winnie commit suicide 3 but Heystls suicide is -
more an-act of determination"and perhaps even hope9

while Winnie,f"s- is ah act, of simple - despair a
There are two themes in the history of Winhie

Yerloco One is the theme of passion carried to an .
extreme? unmitigated by any other interests ̂ unmitigated
by the civilized: ability to rationalize, Bancroft
describes'Winnie's:passion as the occurrence of a false
adhesibn between'ideas and objectsj adding that when the
• attachment snaps 9 the fibre of -individual will and mind
is tested, t© the extreme® It is difficult to determine .
what Bancroft means by false® when it seeffis evident that
Winnie!s devotion to Stevie springs from the very depths
of an instinct over which she has no control® It is
true that Conrad tells us that Winniers love was often a
militant one 9 but it is doubtful that events would have ;
been much affected by a more temperate ■manifestation of a
passion almost wild In its very briglh® Like Rita 3 Winnie■
must pay merely for being "Va woman:-in a man-made world; '
and for neglecting-toV temper her concept of reality to '
anything which did not•emanate directly from her dominating
maternal love«V V;- ̂ r ;v \ t -V-',VV.v ’ vv; ■ V \ "

V . V ;  ■ V .; V UhM.Of Mzona Library - : • •'•V'v 1; t.. / V,///
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The second theme demonstrates the practical applica

tion of the anarchistic Professor’s theory that madness 
and despair are the only things that can move the world?. . 
Winnie has been constantly exposed to the conversations - 
of her husband1s anarchistic friends 3 and she;is .> 
singularly insensitive and indifferent to the ideals and 
goals expounded in these •cbnversations* Anarchy :is not a 
female concept) it could in no way be developed by a woman? 
Indeed 9 perhaps woman is. by nature incapable of empathizing 
in any degree with the.unnatural absurdities of such a 
concept, Winnie is not herself committed to any social or 
political philosophyo She does not think about such 
things. But she is very sensitive to the simple humanitarian- 
ism of Steviej not only through her devotion .to her 
feeble-minded brother =, but because she herself is simple and 
human!tarian0 One of the many ironies'in the novel is 
the fact that Stevie is sacrificed to a cause he is 
incapable of understanding9 a cause worlds divorced from 
the magnificent? albeit feeble-minded^ simplicity of his 
own, - - . r . :: : -■ ■- - _ , ; ;  ■

The- indifference of mankind is the biggest fear of 
the Professor 3 who walks about with enough stuff in his 
pocket to send twenty people into eternity9 and all of 
whose strength derives directly from this fact, his control . 
of destiny? What if they simply don’t care? Winnie at 
one time represented such indifference, and while she did.
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nothing cottia touch hero But shes like every human 
' heing j- had an Achilles t heelo When that was pierced$ 
the;- Professpr is principle ? madness and despair^' hrought 
her to: complete moral degeneration— -the Inevitable end
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CHAPTEEJ-

. The characters of Conrad1 s women are in part spawned
f roraConrad/s philosophy'of the moral law3 which it is ■ i
worthwhiljs td; consider - "briefly -here = Bancroft 3 in his :ik ^
bookc Joseph Conrada His Philosophy of Life« observes v .,

; that for Conrads ' ' ' ■ • ■ -
; " . The.Moral Law0 0ois absolutes unconditional9 and .
' ' independent of human :ends o Its authority rests
; ; uponits own g-roundo She Fichtean die turns "Act: /
■ according to thyvovmconvictions of duty0 ■
■ approaches 'hearest to the-; Conradian implication<? ..
■ Shis oueht: of the Moral Law is expressed through; ' - ; .

' daemonic whisperings3 against which man makes his - . :  •
. excuseso. Shis Law has a depressing effect^ therefore? . 
k upon seLf̂ ^̂  itself no apparent end nor
means for htiman mi'suies She object of one's desires 
has ah end: for self - but If such does violence to 
the principle s of the Moral Law5 the individual ’

. suffers moral degradation which isusually expressed ; 
w'd 'hy ̂ Onrad by the term "outcaste"! '; ' :

; Shis moral;law?7 the: penalty for the outrage of which '
is'not social' ostracisto but 5 ' far worse, moral divorce from _
■ human solidarity3 i s .by no means to be confused with the 
.absolute laws•of society. In She Idiots. Jean-Plerre3 who 
°represents the lowest' type of Intellectual capacity among 
the characters ;o:f  Conrad;" an avowed; republican and . ;
priest^hater,.: finally consents to pay for some masses- after -t 
the terrifying experience ■ of the birth of his,third idiot 
soha/ .ldlotf twins and then a third! °l#ien the priest .
came 9 Pierre 'felt that he had, compromised his soul, and
his turning" t o : this sotirce intensified the feeling of selfh



blame,̂  Pierre1s: violation of the moral law 5 then? is •
nonetheless real and.degrading for all its being an act
of which his wife and society might.highly approve» To
prove a certain act as* right may require arghment9 but ' '..j
to prove that. rlght>'is ■ wrong against * the V.inner whi.sperings-.
of the moral law is to go against convictiono "The : •
ought of the Moral- ;Lawj.r̂*5 ays^.Bancroff^:^ i t s e l f ■ ■
. through ’daemonic. whisperingss.: and no one* is ignorant of
its force ' Ignorance of the law excuses no one? for there
is no such thing as that ignqrance&- '̂ That"man has no

: excuse: for failure is emphasized by Conrad without a single 
1  ■ - - ■ :

:. . This, then, the moral law, is the final and real reason
why it is difficult to blame Winnie for not somehow saving 
her husband from himself, as Hit a did George, as Lena did 
Keysto Winnie does not violate the dictates of her moral 
conscience o Hers is the tragedy of ah -'overly'- simple being 
in an overly complex society0 Even when she commits '■ 
murder, she is responding simply and intuitively to a ; :
violently outraged matefnal passion«, Conrad himself 
admitted that it was not his intention to make- Winnie 

. despicable, and no one who is the. least bit. aware of the 
actual' imperfec'tneSs of human make-up can fail to under- r
stand and even sympathize with the: passionate motives .

- . behind Winniers actions* Winnie,:like other-heroines i n : 
Conrad, is a woman in a man-made-world* She is basically 
simple and elemental, a. servant of passions within her
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which are unadulterated hy the man-conceived notions of 
rationalization and logico Yet rationalization is the 
foundation of civilization; it is doubtful that civiliza
tion could exist without it® It would be impossible for . 
civilization as we know it;to exist literally on the tenets 
of such an over simplified system of morals as the Ten 
Commandmentsa without rationalization„ It is perhaps 
for this very reason that Conrad takes his characters out 
of civilization5 such as we know its and places them in 
surroundings which make no unbearable, maddening pressures 
and frustrations in terms of the absolute moral law.
We find support for this supposition in a letter which 
Conrad wrote to Henry SD Canbys 86But the problem that faces 
them [the characters in Nigger] is not a problem of the 
sea, it is merely a problem that has risen on board a 
ship where the conditions of complete isolation from all
land entanglements make it stand out with a particular6
force and colouringo,f Conrad does not always achieve 
this $tcomplete isolation from all land entanglements8* by 
placing his characters aboard ship, although such is a 
frequent means™— but.achieve it he does c Axel. Heyst 
would have frothed at the mouth like Pavlovrs poor dog 
were he forced actually to live in a society»
Similarly Winnie Verloc, catapulted out of her refuge of 
emotional detachment by her act of murder, goes completely 
to pieces in a complex world with which she is incapable
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of contending«

The most significant characteristic that these women 
have in common is that none of them is capable of rising 
above her own sentiments to face analytically all the 
possible and even evident•facets of the sltnatiph. For . 
that there is in Conrad never any blame| that characteris
tic is most profoundly part of the very nature of Conrad 
womeno Hone of them violates the moral law, because each 
of them remains always true to herself9 A turnip cannot 
be judged for not being a carrot§ blue cannot be damned 
for not being yellow* A woman cannot be condemned because 
she is not a man 0 However, we return to The Arrow of Gold, 
which is undoubtedly the novel Of most authority 
regarding Conrad’s attitude towards the moral responsibility 
of women, since, as we\have said, it gives us Conrad's 
only full-length portrait of a lady in exquisite detail* 
Rita, at whom it would be impossible to fling the invective 
stunid. is capable at only one point of an objective 
consideration of the situation, which consideration leads 
her to sacrifice her own happiness to the peace of anothero 

The quality of worldly detachment, which concerned 
Conrad both as artist and as man, is one of his favorite 
themes, not only for her heroes, but for his heroines as 
well® Detachment is an outstanding characteristic in 
Rita, Lena and Winnie® Rita hides:in her salon, making her 
own rules there, and rejects society as completely as it
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Is forced to ignore her* Lena1s detachment springs from
her aloneness in the world; it is the only means that she,
like Rita and Minnie, has of keeping herself morally sane
and intacto She is also physically detached from the
world ̂  marooned oh. an island completely divorced from
society^ Winnie's detachment is an intrinsic facet of
her entire attitude toward the life which, she is-convinced,
does not bear much looking into0 Her detachment is her
refuge and her safeguard0

Another quality common to a.11 three women is the
maternal passion* In Rita, whom Conrad himself calls 

. ' 7 ■"the Woman of all time" this passion is a little more
complex than in either Lena or Winnie => At first glance
it would appear tha.t Conrad1 s conception of the woman of
all time is missing this one notable characteristic of the
maternal impulseo However, neither Lena nor Winnie is a
mother in the literal sense either, yet Conrad stresses
emphatically the strength of maternal passions in themo
Lena's decision to give her life for Heyst is described as
fta passionate desire to defend her o w n A n d  Winnie's
whole function in life pivots around her care of and
complete devotion, to her feeble-minded brother» In 'Rita
these maternal characteristics are a little more difficult
to discerns for one thing, she is terribly young, emotionally
even younger than her years= For another, her particular
kind of self-sufficiency makes her also completely self*-



■ , .  . . .  . ^
centered» • But,' since Conrad docs not make actual fertility
a condition of the maternal passion, we find one of the 
most important axioms of the maternal instinct-—-the ■ ; • ^:
'ability to sacrifice oneself to . the interests - of. another-—  ... 
awakened or perhaps loosed in Rita once she finallyy ' ; 
removes the arrow of gold from •her-;.nairo::';iTheh'î e  ''’'is 
capable of making her womanly sacrifice-— of her love - ■ 
to the "integrity0 of George’s life<> . \ . i -

In this sense o- The Arrow of Gold deals with another 
of Conrad’s favorite themes, initiationo Conrad’s, 
heroes are never fully initiated into anything-^-life, 
maturity, passion, compassion, self-reallzatiQn— -without 
sufferingo Nor is Ritas she must pay heavily for her 

T final initiation into full Womanhood With the sacrifice : 
of her detachment, her moral defences, and with the ' 
renunciation of the very thing which might'have taken the 
place of her detachment s love»/ Ihe sacrifice initiates. 
her fully into womanhoodt the renunciation initiates her 
fully as a human being* 'Lena IS initiated into passion, 
and she too 'pays: heavily for i t -with her life,*...' Winnie1 s 
initiation takes the form of a.; release of everything, she 
has kept pent up within herself, safely dammed: by the wall 
of her detachment * Winnie tob is initiated into passion, . 
but, unlike Lena and R i t a w h o s e  passions spring from the 
maternal impulse, Winnie's springs-from the frustration 
of this impulse* Consequently, where Lena and :Rita
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suedeed In their respective sacrifices? Minnie falls 
because her. sacrifice has been a function of - her 
Stoicism, and not of her initiation into the release of 
passion^  ̂ .- % .

. 'Besides this quality of the maternal, there are other 
facets, which characterize. each of the three women with 
whom we are dealing. They are silent, incommunicative, 
self-.contained» They are all abused <> In Rita's case it 
is society itself that seems determined to besmirch her, 
for society cannot forgive even the seeming peace of those 
individuals who prefer to reject society's rules openly 
and honestly, and carve their own niches outside society's 
domaino Therese (conventional morality) will tell anyone 
on the street who will, do her the patience of listening 
that her sister is a wicked sinner<, "And the principal 
function of Ortega's reappearance in the last scenes of 
the novel is one of retribution> Provided with access to 
Rita by Therese, Ortega comes with an offer of marriage in 
his bestial paw° Because Rita refuses to accept this 
instance of society1s- conventions, she is mercilessly 
abused by Ortega and further abused by the narrow"eyed, 
thin-lipped Therese*

Rena too is abused by a world which seems determined 
to aggravate the plight of the already wretched and 
harassed» Winnie is abused by a fate which demanded of 
her a sacrifice that she could make only by stifling
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mercilessly a naturally unsubmissive soul»

Also common to these women Is the fact that they are
all sinners In terms of conventional morality— --Rita and
Lena for sexual transgressions, Winnie for murder» They:
are ally In a general wayy innocent to themselves» All '
of them act in accord with the dictates of their own
moral codes» It is for hot adhering to the conventional
codes of a man-made world that they must payo. And it
is because they live in their own little worlds ? responding
to codes based on their own emotional commitments that
they are all rather detached $ in this special sense , from
the man-made worldo ■ This is perhaps what Marlow means in
Chance when he speaks of Woman in terms of 81 [her] secret
scorn for the capacity to consider judiciously and to 

■ 8 express profoundly a meditated conclusion^" Winnie
VerloCy who was convinced ^that life did not bear much 
looking into,8' murders her husband without any concept 
even of the meaning of the word murder»

The statement that their social transgressions do 
not mean sin, in conventional terms, to these women is, 
in a sense, an over-simplification =, Rita, the most 
intelligent of the three', does not really rebel against 
the conventionalo She is, in her very nature, unconven
tional » It is as completely natural to her as it is 
unconventional to receive her visitor's dressed simply in 
a blue robe and sitting cross-legged on whatever happens to
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suit her fancy = Her nsins 9if her sexual transgressions? 
are seen by Rita in a light almost the reverse of the 
conventionalo The it in Rita is vehement cry3 "Ye s % and 
it has almost killed me m o r a l l y i s  the fact that she 
has received the favors of her suitors at so little cost 
to her own persono

' Of the three 5 Lena has the greatest sense of guilt in 
the .conventional sense* ■ The part of her scanty education 
that she most remembers is her five years at Sunday school« 
But guilt does not overtake Lena until her lover is 
threatened * She feels that somehow she is responsible for 
the danger which threatens him, that she is to blame for 
it all? and she does not quite know how* Indirectly Lena 
is the instrument of Heyst1s death? and the vague feelings 
of guilt within her crystallize into a sense of sinful 
shameo If that is SO; if Sod must punish them? Lena asks 
that He punish only hers for it was she who had come to 
the -man "with her whole soul yearning unlawfully*"

Winnie? as the most passive and least intelligent of 
the three? does not even think for a moment of the 
difficult problem of moral justification* She acts quickly9 

quietly9 almost instinetuallyo After the murderf her 
sense of wrong-doing 9 such as it is 3 revolves not around 
sin but around her sense of self-preservationo As we have 
saidp she is not repentant.^ but afraid* Richard Curie 
attributes the basic tragedy of her—situation to t h e .fact
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that '’her devotion has the unconscious grandeur of a

- ' ' - 9real woman's lack of an ordered sense of proportiono”
What we have discovered3 then, is that Conrad did

not shy from dealing artistically with women? as some
:: : ; ' ' ■ ' 10 " : . ■ . ■ ' ■ . 
critics have suggested, hut treated women in terms of
the same themes as he did his heroes® The problems with
which Conrad was concerned were problems of general human
nature 9 and Conrad, as we have attempted to show, was
hardly deficient in his insight into that area of human
nature known as the feminine psychology® Perhaps' the
difficulty which criticism seems to have had with Conrad's
women has been, as Richard Curie pointed out, that Conrad,
while he was being judged principally by English.critics,
did not have the typical Anglo-Saxon attitude toward - 

11 ' ■ ' ■' ' 
women® It is true that Conrad probably could not depict
an Emma Bovary or a Hester % y n n p  ,b'be.causeklthe" aspects
of the particular psychology of these women were Conrad's
least concern® His concern was principally with the great
human issues which we have tried to outline, and his
concern with women was their unique parts in these issues®
Analysis of Conrad's portraits of Rita, Lena and Winnie
has proved to our satisfaction that Conrad's women have a
definite and singular place in Conrad's scheme of things®.
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